
what, where, when!
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The Philadelphia Experiment is intent on fostering creative 
expression and civic engagement. Through participatory events 
and community service initiatives we open doors of collective 
opportunity to help drive positive change in the world.

Gate Gate will open at 8AM Friday morning and will be open 24 hours a day during 
the duration of the event except for Burn Night when gates will close from 9PM-12AM. 
Upon entry, all guests will be required to register and receive a wristband, which must 
be worn AT ALL TIMES throughout the duration of the event. Ins and outs are strongly 
discouraged. In the case of emergency, a re-entry pass will be issued for $25 per person. 
Everyone must be off the property on Monday by 12PM.

Fires Do not light fires on bare ground or dig pits, leaving scars. Please use a burn 
barrel or burn platform. Burn only clean untreated wood or paper (nothing synthetic.) 
Make sure you have a fire extinguisher properly placed where everyone can access it. 
ABSOLUTELY NO FIRES ON THE GROUND. 

Swimming A Lifeguard will be on duty at the pool during the daytime. There is NO 
swimming in unsupervised waters.

Camp Stoves & Barbecues Camp stoves and barbecues are allowed in your 
camping areas, but please use extreme caution and be responsible. Always make sure 
your stove is in an area which is clear of dry grass and brush, and never leave a stove 
unattended while it is burning. If you are using a camp stove, make sure you have a fire 
extinguisher properly placed where everyone can access it.

Fireworks Absolutely no fireworks, firearms, rockets, or other explosives are allowed. 
If you are caught using any of the aforementioned, you will be asked to leave the event.

Meal Plan All meals will be served in the dining hall along with iced tea, juices, teas 
and coffee. A full salad bar and vegetarian entree will be available at each meal. The meal 
plan includes five meals: Friday Dinner, Saturday Brunch, Saturday Dinner, Sunday 
Brunch, Sunday Dinner. Meal times are as follows: Sat/Sun Brunch is from 8:30-
11:30AM. Fri/Sat/Sun Dinner is from 5:30-8:30PM.There are also food vendors on site 
serving food 24 hours. 

FIrSt aID First Aid is available at the First Aid Station located in the 
GYMNASIUM. There is a secondary First Aid Tent set up by the Dining Hall during 
daytime hours. In case of emergency, locate the closest Event Staff. Emergency Response 
Team is on call 24-hours during the event.

Ice & water Ice is available for purchase in the Vendor Area. Water can also be 
located at spigots on site which are marked on the map.

Cabins No fire in or around the cabins. This includes smoking and incense burning. 
Please leave the cabins the way you found them. Leave no trace in the cabins.

IF It DOeSn’t COMe FrOM yOur BODy, It DOeSn’t GO  
In the POtty! Please, do not put trash in or around the port-o-potties.

general information
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ParticiPation

leave no trace

We are honored to have the contributions of such an amazing and multi-talented group 
of energetic people at our events. YOU have been the reason PEX has been able to do so 
much! We know that every moment of time, every bit of energy, that is contributed will 
aid in fostering the mission of PEX as we construct events that nurture the evolution of 
the human spirit. 

We would like to thank all of our friends, family, and community that have supported us 
over the years. Especially the hard working team that has worked for months to make all 
of this possible. We also like to send a special thank you to all of the participating artists, 
performers, musicians, speakers, teachers, volunteers and YOU. You are all helping create 
a place where knowledge, freedom and celebration come together as one. 

Much Love & respect

The PEX Summer Festival is a leave no trace event. Our 
community respects the environment. We are committed 
to leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we 
gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever 
possible, to leave such places in a better state than when we 
found them. This includes the cabins as well.

Please, pick up trash as you go.
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COVer art By Duane CLeMMer.
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art-cabin™ row
Carrie anne, General ManaGer
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Cabin 1: The luxie beauTy 
booTy boudoir & divine oasis 
2015—superdelux ediTion
The ladies of Lux Arati present (for it’s second year 
in a row) The Luxie Beauty Booty Boudoir & Divine 
Oasis (SuperdeLUX edition) at PEX Summer Fest 
2015—part backstage burlesque boudoir, part Silk 
Road Pit Stop, the Luxie ladies plan again in 2015 
to host a combination chill space and “performer 
prep station” and transform the front lawn of our 
cabin into a unique oasis on Art Cabin Row. During 
the day, we will offer a shady, comfy chill space 
reminiscent of a Moroccan den... featuring tons of 
draped fabric, pillows, Caterpillar Hookah Corner 
and other tribal decor. Pre/Post- Gold Bikini Happy 
Hour, the Lux Oasis will offer a space for performers 
and other fabulous attendees to put on their 
finishing touches for the weekends various shows, 
nightly events and scheduled performances. We 
will have a setup of mirrors, lights, and appropriate 
furniture items as needed at our Glam & Glitter 
station/”Booty Beauty Booth”, along with a limited 
number of personal glam & glitter decorations for 
our guests.

Cabin 2: anThony’s arTCabin™ 
of awesoMe

Cabin 3: eli CaMp
Don’t believe your eyes. You won’t come out the 
same way you came in, but you’ll be the better for 
it. It’s he camp that keeps on camping! So come on 
down to Eli Camp and nestle with us and the Back 
to Purple Lounge (theme camp). Visit us shortly 
before every sunset for Agnihotra, a healing fire 
from the ancient science of Ayurveda. It is a process 
of purifying the atmosphere through a specially 
prepared fire performed at sunrise and sunset daily. 
It harmonizes the functioning of Prana (life energy) 
and gives clarity to the mind. But that’s not all folks! 
At sunset come and sip some fresh brewed chai and 
some of Captain Eli’s special ginger ale. It ain’t his 
granpappy’s recipe, that’s for sure!!

Cabin 4: The yaya experienCe

Cabin 5: heroes & super villains
From SOULICIOUS to CHILLAX to MOSAIC 
LOUNGE, our family continues to grow and 
transform. A few years back, we evolved into our 
latest incarnation: HEROES & SUPERVILLAINS of 
SOULICIOUS. Just like this fun lovin’, pendulum 
swingin’ descriptor indicates, we represent a 
fantastic range of styles, tastes & perspectives. This 
shows in our silly hodge podge of brightly colored 
decor. When we’re not fighting for truth, justice 
and the American Way, we are kickin’ it old skool 
with minimal clutter, huge smiles and open arms. 
We wear our capes on the inside! The “We Listen 
to Your Bullshit” booth has been at PEX since the 
festival began. It will be back this year! Tell us your 
secrets, your stories, your BULLSHIT-- we will give 
you drinks!!! If you’re feeling shy, write your secrets 
down in our DIRTY LAUNDRYbox. We will then air 
your dirty laundry by writing it on “clothes” and 

placing them on our “clothesline.” Projections and 
mayhem will also be on hand.

Cabin 6: CaMp ordinanCe
Be proud to be in the wrong. Our art cabin is 
dedicated to being cheeky and naughty. Members 
will be bringing art contributions that relate to rules 
and the fun you can get into breaking them. Custom 
art sign for cabin will be created, approx. 4’ Circular 
pendulum hanging sign. Breakfast beatings and 
bacon for all you naughty little boys and girls: 
Every day 9:00-10:30

Cabin 7-10: sexy GnoMes/ 
GnoMe TraMps
Weary from roaming the PEXsplanade? Come relax 
(or get in trouble with the Sexy Tramps! Feed your
face with a Caipirinha from our bar, your soul with 
some accolades from our Compliment Booth, and 
your ass with a seat under our sprawling shade 
structure. By night enjoy the Hippy Trap laser 
installation in the trees across the way. Vent your 
creativity with some extra large magnetic poetry. 
Scheduled Events: Capoeira happy hour every 
day around sunset.

Cabin 11-13: unCle frank’s 
olde TiMey hosTels
Frank’s Old Timey Hostels will once again be nestled 
smack dab in the middle of ArtCabin™ Row. Book 
your room at the hostel and as ol’ Frank would say, 
“when you’re in the same boat, strangers don’t stay 
strangers very long.” “Because what good is an 
individual bed if you’re all by your lonesome?”  
~ Frank’s Old Timey Wisdom, chapter 4

Cabin 14: lyneTTe’s  
luxurious lair

Cabin 15-16: kaMp kounselors
Looking for some shade about now? Need 
a comfortable spot to relax for a spell? Have 
something on your mind that only professional 
kounselling can solve? Did your golf cart just get 
stolen? Good news! Everything you’re looking for 
can be found at Kamp Kounselors! We return for 
Year Six, and we’re back with all the gifts you’ve 
looked forward to over the long cold winter: Lazy 
days in the Kounselor Living Room under the shady 
old oak tree, inspiring nights under an aura of lights 
and bubbles, and if your timing is right, delicious 
treats of food and drink just when you need them 
most. Open 23 hours a day for you to dance, visit, 
laugh, sleep, read and meditate. 

Cabin 17: pex deTeCTive aGenCy
From the creators of PEXas, PEXikstan, and 
Philadelphia Jane & The Temple of Boom. ‘Nuff said 

Cabin 18: new york danGerous

Cabin 19-20: haCienda
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FriDaY
5PM

aviary
Intro to Lyra w/ Bria Rose & Chris Velasquez
This workshop provides an introduction to Aerial 
Hoop/Lyra. We will learn mounts, dismounts, poses 
from both within and beneath the hoop, and will 
even incorporate spinning. Please cover the back 
of the knees and mid drift for a more comfortable 
experience.

pavilion
A Taste of Tai Chi Chuan & Tao Yin Chi-kung 
(Taoist Yoga)! w/ Gabrielle de Burke (a.k.a. 
Plum Dragoness)
This workshop brings together the moving 
meditations of Yang Style T’ai Chi Chu’an with the 
Taoist Internal Arts of Chi-kung and the Vedic Yogic 
disciplines of flowing Vinyasa. Meditate through 
powerful movements that cultivate healing vital 
energy throughout the temple of Mind, Spirit & Body!

6:30PM

sanCTuary
Movement. Savasana. Acupuncture. RESET! 
w/ Rez, Jess Jones, Gump, and Lina Luv
After you arrive at the festival, join us on a journey of 
relaxation through gentle yoga + movement, guided 
meditation, acoustic sound healing, acupuncture, 
and aromatherapy. Transition from the default world 
into the festival celebration with a relaxed body and 
an open heart + mind. Please bring layers, a blanket 
and a yoga mat.

7PM

aviary
Intro to Silk w/ Bria Rose & Chris Velasquez
This workshop provides an introduction to Aerial 
Silks. We will work within the fabric to get you 
comfortable being in the air and going upside down. 
It focuses on building the initial foundation of climbs, 
locks, and poses, with the goal of inversions in mind. 
Please bring clothing that covers the back of the knee 
and the mid drift for a more comfortable experience.

pavilion
Creative Hair Art w/ Amber  
and Idris Muhammad
The crown is the most sacred part of the body and 
through the ancient art of crown adornment, we 
honor our inner beauty and divinity. We begin the 
art of crown adornment by connecting with our 
own creative energy, offering vibrational healing and 
using aromatherapy oils to raise the vibrations within 
ourselves and our partners. Once that connection 
is made our creative juices can flow and our hair 
fantasies come alive.

pavilion
Hat Painting & Trimming w/ Kara Christiansen
Hat painting and trimming workshop. BYO hat or 
choose from a variety of gifted hats. Supplies and 
instruction provided by Kara Christiansen. Make 
yourself a fun and functional souvenir! 

pavilion
Wild and Wonderful Costume Makeup  
w/ Spinnabel Lee 
There are so many misconceptions about makeup 
- that it’s hard to use, a way of hiding what you 
actually look like, or that it’s only for the insecure, 
shallow, or ultra-feminine. But did you know that 
the root of the word glamour means to cast a spell? 
Makeup is art and can be a fun way to express 
yourself creatively - not to mention cast a spell of 
excitement on your life! In this class, we’ll learn a ton 
of super-approachable techniques for creating art 
on your face, drawing inspiration from theater, drag 
queens, and fantasy. 

workshops
denise denise, direCTor, pex eduCaTion

PEX Summer Festival strives to bring you the cutting edge of culture and thought.  
We are catering to the intellectual and imaginative desires of our community. For this reason, 

we are hosting a variety of interactive workshops that will explore topics  
unique to the interests of social and cultural evolution. 

These workshops will be open to ALL attendees at no additional cost. We believe that promoting  
thought and education is an essential ingredient to the mission of PEX events.

ALL WoRKSHoPS ARE 1.5 HRS LonG unLESS noTED oTHERWISE
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aviary
Time to Soar w/ Rachel Rubin
This workshop is designed for aspiring birds 
with little or no experience on silk. In addition to 
introducing the basics from which one will expand 
aerial vocabulary, it emphasizes a healthy ground 
routine for building the strength and flexibility 
necessary to soar. Please cover legs, waist, and 
under arms for a safe and enjoyable experience.

11aM

aviary
Partner Aerial Dance w/ nina Charity
An Intermediate Level or higher is required for this 
workshop. It lays the groundwork for Partner Aerial 
Dance on both Silks and Dance Trapeze. It explores 
basing, holds, physical cues, and transitions for 
successful apparatus partnering. Please dress for 
the comfort of both yourself AND your partner!

hillside
Just Keep Hooping w/ Gina M. 
I find the most magical (and difficult to recall) 
moments in flow are when I do something I’ve never 
thought of or tried before. I realized how difficult 
(and frustrating) it is to duplicate the transitions 
discovered so I drilled it! 
I’ll share the methods I use for duplicating and 
integrating those blissful moments in flow as well as 
a few moves I find myself flowing into constantly. 

lake
Illusion and Reality: A Magic Workshop  
w/ David London
In David’s mind, Magic and Magic Tricks are two 
very different things; this workshop will explore both. 
Through a crash course in illusion, we will examine 
how we interact with reality. Topics covered include 
creativity, surrealism, alchemy, play, and all forms 
of magic, magick and majik. You will go home with 
many more questions than you came in with, as well 
as 3 tricks you can amuse and amaze your friends 
with! 

MeeT aT The labyrinTh
Wild Mushroom Hunting w/ Michael Weese
Ever wonder how you are going to feed yourself and 
or your pham with gourmet ingredients in the zombie 
apocalypse? Or how to turn your trash into food, 
make powerful medicines, supplement your income, 
or even clean up your environment of pollutants and 
heavy metals? Mushrooms are the answer to all 
of these. Come take an early stroll with us around 
the grounds and into the forests to see what fungal 
secrets Ramblewood is waiting to share. We will 
focus our talks, and studies to a few select common 
useful species as well as any that we find on our 
walk as to make the over 9000 local varieties slightly 
more bite sized.

pavilion
Creative Hair Art w/ Amber  
and Idris Muhammad
The crown is the most sacred part of the body and 
through the ancient art of crown adornment, we 
honor our inner beauty and divinity. We begin the 
art of crown adornment by connecting with our 
own creative energy, offering vibrational healing and 

workshoPs satUrDaY
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using aromatherapy oils to raise the vibrations within 
ourselves and our partners. Once that connection 
is made our creative juices can flow and our hair 
fantasies come alive.

pavilion
Pretty Pexie Pasties w/ Kitten Kaboodle 
In this fun, drop-in workshop, participants will be 
given an a variety of materials to make an original 
set of wearable pasties. Participants will learn how 
to make the set of pasties, and then decorate them 
using felt, sequins, glitter, and more. Pasties are for 
men and women, so don’t be shy, men! At the end of 
the workshop, participants will have a set of pasties 
that they can show off all around the Summer Fest.

pavilion
Wild and Wonderful Costume Makeup  
w/ Spinnabel Lee 
There are so many misconceptions about makeup 
- that it’s hard to use, a way of hiding what you 
actually look like, or that it’s only for the insecure, 
shallow, or ultra-feminine. But did you know that 
the root of the word glamour means to cast a spell? 
Makeup is art and can be a fun way to express 
yourself creatively - not to mention cast a spell of 
excitement on your life! In this class, we’ll learn a ton 
of super-approachable techniques for creating art 
on your face, drawing inspiration from theater, drag 
queens, and fantasy. 

sanCTuary
BodySongs™ w/ Livi Joy
BodySongs is an original transformational 
embodiment practice, birthed into being through 
months of play and experimentation within an 
improvisational movement collective. Grounded 
in Authentic Movement™ and inspired by Body 
Tales™ this practice uses the energy and willingness 
of a group of movement explorers to allow each 
participant to embark on a unique individualized 
journey of ultimate embodied self expression. As 
one original participant proclaimed after her first 
BodySong, Life will never be the same after this.

1PM

hillside
Setu Tribe Movement Workshop w/ Geri omni
Warrior Goddess, Connection, Fire Lotus, Men At 
Work... just a few of the movements created by Setu 
Tribe, a group of evolving and supportive women 
in the PEX community who offer their tribal dance 
of pivotal moments to the Effigy audience. Learn 
the stories behind these movements and others 
in the Setu Tribe Movement Workshop with the 
Tribe’s founder, Geri Omni, and other Tribe Sisters. 
Participants will learn and embody the actual 
movements that will be performed at The Effigy Burn 

on Saturday night. In addition, some participants 
will be given the opportunity to share their story and 
create their own original movement.

MeeT aT The labyrinTh
Wild Food and useful Plant Foraging  
w/ David Siller: Forager
The wild woods around the PEX Festival have 
mysteries to be unlocked by those who explore 
them. Come be guided through the edible and useful 
aspects of the plant beings that exist around us. 
We will taste and explore native traditional uses for 
many plants.

pavilion
Acro Martial Arts Meets House Dance  
w/ Vince
This class seeks to unite two disparate forms. 
Martial Arts Tricking is a acrobatic sport and art form 
that took form in the 90s; it consists of jump kicks, 
aerial flips and twists. It is inspired by the acrobatic 
traditions of tae kwon do, kung fu and capoeira, 
and it even takes on influence from hip hop and 
skating culture. House dance has taken on many 
forms since the 1970s. This class will concentrate 
on trends that emerged from New York’s club scene 
in the early 90s. Participants will learn a variety of 
manuevers that suit their tastes and bodies. We will 
perform as ensemble and offer solo expressions 
of the knowledge gained in the class. A powerful 
relationship between the groove and our bodies will 
be cultivated. 

sanCTuary
Yin Yoga and QiGong with Tibetan Singing 
Bowls w/ Megan Kelly
Stretch your body, stretch your breath. Relax. 
Renew. Rejuvenate. This class fuses together a 
Yin Yoga practice with Qigong exercises with the 
intention establishing a healthy and abundant flow of 
life force energy while breaking down and dissolving 
any blockages or obstructions. This class will leave 
you feeling fully relaxed and fully awakened!

The lake
Acrobatic Yoga w/ Lex Peters  
& Darlene Zimmerman
Acrobatic Yoga focuses on partner acrobatics that 
mostly utilize the feet. Our style of Acrobatic Yoga 
blends yoga, gymnastics, various styles of dance, 
Acrobalance, Adagio Balance and Icarian Games. 
This contemporary sport is very accessible and 
accommodates many body types. Acrobatic Yoga 
highlights the strength, coordination, balance, 
flexibility, and range of motion that the human body 
can attain. Partnering can occur in same sex and/or 
coed base and flyer roles.

workshoPs satUrDaY
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3PM

aviary
Aerial Conditioning w/ Aaron Schallock
Training properly is more important than learning the 
actual drops, tricks, and poses. In this workshop, 
you will learn to warm-up correctly before stretching 
and training/performing. Plus you can take with you 
a solid stretching guide to improve flexibility with the 
proper form. The practices presented will be great 
routines to incorporate in ground and air training, 
appropriate whether it’s performance day or you’re 
just trying to polish inversions and extend beautiful 
engaged lines.

hillside
Eating for Increased Energy w/ Grace Walter
What would your life look like with an abundance 
of energy and vitality? You will learn what factors 
contribute to low energy with a concentration on the 
foods you eat. We will discuss how to increase your 
energy with good nutrition and self care. This will 
be a holistic workshop, discussing mind, body and 
spirit and how they all interconnect to contribute to 
our wellness. 

hillside
Blacksmith a Bottle opener w/ nick Ireys
Students will learn basic blacksmithing skills using 
the hammer and the anvil. Participants will get the 
chance to make a bottle opener from scratch. We 
will be using ancient techniques to make a modern 
useful object. 

pavilion
Souler Disco Roller Disco w/ K Jae Boheme 
and Sammy-Kaykes
Sammy-Kaykes and KJ Boheme present Souler 
Disco, again! Two hours of boogie down into 
roller disco wonderland with NYC’s funkiest 
groovemasters DJ Illexxanrda and DJ Shakey. 
REAL RECORDS ! Get some hot trix in with Master 
Jay Moves, instructor extraordinaire! Rex on the 
Pavillion’s smooth wood floors under the disco ball. 
Backwards sk8 while our MC Christopher woos you 
with sk8 jams and contest prizes. Rock the glitter 
and short-shorts. A very limited amount of sk8s will 
be available to borrow during event, but do NOT 
forget to bring your own! These are such good 
times, so let’s roll with it! 

sanCTuary
Thai Massage! w/ Jewels Ziff Sint  
and Laura Clarke
Grab a partner, friend, or someone with a nice smile 
and learn the fundamentals of Thai massage! We’ll 
go through some of the basics and then you’ll have 

the opportunity to give your partner a massage, 
and let them practice on you. No experience is 
necessary, just bring an open mind and a heart full 
of love. 

The lake
Acrobatic Yoga w/ Lex Peters  
& Darlene Zimmerman
See description under 1PM on page 9.

5PM

aviary
Intermediate/Advanced Silk 
w/ nina Charity & Aaron Schallock
Aaron and Nina will be offering new transitions, 
poses, and drops to access from an already strong 
foundation. This workshop will help intermediate and 
advanced aerialists obtain new perspective of their 
apparatus/partner: the silks. The class intends to 
offer fresh vocabulary for students and encourage 
them to be creative and experimental in developing 
choreographies.

lake
Crazy Wisdom With Crazy Cloud  
w/ Crazy Cloud
This is a discussion on creating our own spiritual 
path by practicing mindfulness, meditation, ritual 
and laughter. We will discuss multiple spiritual 
phliosophies, what we can learn from them and how 
we can apply these principals into our own belief 
system.

hillside
Blacksmith a Bottle opener w/ nick Ireys
Students will learn basic blacksmithing skills using 
the hammer and the anvil. Participants will get the 
chance to make a bottle opener from scratch. We 
will be using ancient techniques to make a modern 
useful object. 

pavilion
Salsa and Merengue Dance Class  
w/ Illexxandra (DJ/music - Lead), Teknacolor 
ninja (DJ/music). Master Jay (Dance 
Instructor). MAMBISA (DJ/music)
Latino culture comes to PEX Summer Fest! Master 
Jay shows us a new side of his teaching skills 
with beginner salsa and merengue lessons, while 
Teknacolor Ninja and Illexxandra start the evening 
fires early with their hot Latin jams. With delicious 
tostones to fuel the flame and your dancing feet! 
Come get your dance on and still have time to 
rest up before the late night festivities to show 
off your new skills! Beginner lessons start at 5PM 
with Master Jay followed by open dancing. Music 

workshoPs satUrDaY
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selections will feature a mix of varying speeds of 
Salsa and Merengue. All skill levels welcome. No 
partner needed. Light snacks will be provided. 
Dancing shoes are encouraged! 

sanCTuary
Yinyasa Flow w/ Kristin Iannuzzelli
Let’s come together to celebrate our bodies, calm 
our minds and nourish our souls in this creative 
and healing Yinyasa class! This 90 minute class 
will begin with a juicy energizing vinyasa flow that 
will get your blood pumping and sweat flowing. 
Following, we will enjoy a restorative yin practice of 
longer passive holds, allowing us to activate the rest 
and digest portion of our central nervous system 
and access a deeper, more meditative state as we 
ease towards savasana.

sUnDaY
9aM

aviary
All-Levels Hammock w/ Lee Thompson
All skill levels are welcome in my Aerial Hammock 
Workshop! We will start with the basics and build up, 
literally, to a beautiful and fun sequence. If you’ve 
never been upside down before, you’re in for a real 
treat! If you have, then rest assured that you’ll be 
rising to new heights. Safety, creativity, and efficiency, 
will be our primary focus in the workshop. We will 
also explore some stretches for splits and straddle 
flexibility, though neither are required for the workshop. 
I’ll give you the tools to help decompress your body 
and take care of yourself once we’re finished.

aviary
Intro to Static Trapeze w/ Bria Rose  
& Chris Velasquez
For beginners, this workshop will teach how to 
get on and off the trapeze with grace and build 
confidence in the air. It will focus on poses on and 
under the bar, with simple transitions in between.

11aM

aviary 
Doubles Lyra w/ Justen Pohl
This workshop is intended for experienced aerialists 
at any level. Learn to work with a partner in the 
Aerial Hoop, and coordinate a unique choreography. 
Feel free to bring a partner- if not, rest assured, you 
won’t be flying solo.

hillside
Afro Brazilian Percussion Workshop  
w/ Xande Cruz, www.xandecruz.com
Learn how to play several rhythms from different 
parts of Brazil and be part of the PEX Carnival 
Parade.

lake
Hexayurt Construction and Living  
w/ Wolf and Pai Mae
A ‘Hexayurt’ is an igloo-shaped tent made out of 
insulation board that is proving to be a near-ideal 
tent for camping in extreme weather conditions 
-- the burning desert of Black Rock City or sub-
freezing temperatures of Frostburn. At Burning Man 
2014 there were at least 1500 yurts in use, and 
growing by hundreds every year. Come to our forum 
and learn why these hand-made tents are so well 
suited for Burner camping, how you can make one, 
live in one comfortably, and how much they cost. 
Did you know they can be air conditioned? :-)
Even if you know about Hexayurts, join us to learn 
about Velcro technology and how to make a totally 
tapeless yurt.

pavilion
Hoop Vinyasa w/ Jewels
Do you love hooping? Do you love yoga? Then 
come! Together, we will take a serious yoga class 
and inject hula hoops. The hoop will be a tool 
for alignment, centering, strength-building, and 
flexibility ... and remind us not to take ourselves too 
seriously! Please beg, borrow, or steal a hoop and 
a yoga mat for the class. If you don’t know anything 
about yoga or hooping, don’t worry - we’ll teach you 
from the ground up. 

sanCTuary
Sacred Sound and Dance Journey through 
the Womb and Hara w/ CarolMarie Fiorito
During the magical sound journey you will be 
guided through the Sacred Feminine Medicine 
Wheel, – the portal to the Infinity Point, The Cosmic 
Womb. Sound and movement allows these feminine 
frequencies to be awakened within you – bringing 
your inner sacred feminine fully alive into her beauty, 
vibrancy and bliss. Your body becomes a bridge 
between Heaven and Earth, anchoring the energies 
of the Divine Feminine here on Earth again.

1PM

GyM
Cyr Wheel Workshop w/ Randy Kato
Cyr Wheel is a relatively new circus apparatus that 
is gaining in popularity not only for performance, 
but also as a fun recreational sport and challenging 

workshoPs satUrDaY/sUnDaY
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workout. This mesmerizing circus art will have 
you seemingly defying the laws of physics. Come 
find your Vitruvian self! All levels welcome. Wear 
sneakers.

hillside
Hoop Your Dreams w/ Ali Luminescent
Hoopers new and old will enjoy this fresh 
perspective on playing with the possibilities of the 
hoop- because once you know whats possible 
anything can happen. Join Ali Luminescent on a 
journey that will bring you full circle. 

pavilion
ultimate Bhangra Dance Workshop 4 w/ 
Matthew Schmidt - instructor, Carolina Veloso 
- assistant instructor
Bhangra is a lively form of music and dance that 
fuses traditional folk elements with modern styles. 
Join us in our 4th year of bringing high energy, 
addictively joyful Bhangra Dance to PEX. This 
intoxicatingly fun dance workshop culminates 
in a thrilling poolside performance which has 
quickly become a PEX favorite, exciting for anyone 
regardless of your movement experience. Please 
dress comfortably and ready to move. Bright colors 
and flowy fabrics encouraged! 

sanCTuary
Sacred Sound Yoga w/ April Rameé  
and Mark Dee
Yoga teacher, April Rameé and multi-instrumentalist, 
Mark D will take you on an a sonic journey through 
time and space with a Hatha yoga workshop 
designed to cultivate physical, vibrational, and 
energetic alignment. You will be challenged by 
April’s 90 minute yoga class that focuses on breath 
and physical alignment while Mark D lovingly bathes 

you in sound from the didjeridu, Sanskrit and 
Native American chant, live loops, and percussion 
instruments from around the world. This workshop 
will leave you face to face with your true radiant self.

The lake
Slacklining w/ Lex Peters
Slacklining is a practice in balance that typically 
uses nylon or polyester webbing tensioned between 
two anchor points. Many people suggest slacklining 
is distinct from tightrope walking in that the line is 
not held rigidly taut (although it is still under some 
tension); it is instead dynamic, stretching and 
bouncing like a long and narrow trampoline.

3PM

aviary
Intro to Rope w/ Justen Pohl
Learn the foundation to climbing, poses, and 
sequences on Aerial Rope. This class is great for 
Aerialists looking to expand their skill set. Afterall, 
who doesn’t love a little rope play?!

hillside
Double Staff Dance w/ Shewolf Shakti
We will be covering the basics of double staff theory 
with an emphasis on finding your own creative 
flow right from the start. We will start with one and 
two beat reels and stalls in all possible timing and 
direction combinations. For each move, we will 
explore all the different parts of the body we can 
use to create that pattern and how to allow the 
staves maximum freedom, momentum and flow. We 
will play with the distinction between staff-centric 
movement and body-centric movement. At the 
end of the class, we will begin applying the same 
principles to antispin/isolation combos.

workshoPs sUnDaY
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pavilion
Capoeira for All Levels w/ The Capoeira 
Cultural Center, Professors Sapulha  
and Agulha
Capoeira is a Brazilian art form that combines self-
defense, music, dance, and acrobatics into a unified 
manifestation that focuses on the social and cultural 
aspects of life. What sets Capoeira apart from other 
art forms is its unique integration of several elements 
of self-expression. We learn to sway with the drums, 
and connect to one another through rhythmic 
movements. You will learn how to kick, evade, and 
perform acrobatic movements. At the end of class 
we form a circle of joint rhythm, called a Roda, 
where we sing and clap to support the Capoeira 
game between two people in the middle. Come play! 

sanCTuary
Gong Bath w/ Damion Bond
During this sound-energy bath, Damion will use 
seven large singing bowls to create a sacred space 
of sound for the group’s personal mediation. Our 
class will open with a lecture on different meditation 
techniques and then we will all drift into the inner 
realms. Then the bath begins...each of the seven 
Himalayan singing bowls coordinates to a different 
energy wheel of the body and when played in proper 
sequence, the bowls can bring deep peace and 
stillness, harmonizing each center and allowing deep 
peace and inner alignment to light. Gong Baths, 
as they are usually called are encouraging spaces 
where listeners are guided into realms of reflection, 
psychological release, and inner light cultivation. 
They offers the listeners a chance to drift into places 
where the deepest planes can be touched.

The lake
Slacklining w/ Lex Peters
See description under 1PM on page 12.

5PM

aviary
All-Levels Lyra w/ Lee Thompson
All skill levels are welcome in my Aerial Lyra 
Workshop! We will start with the basics, covering 
mechanics for aspiring aerialists, and polishing style 
and artistic choice for those more experienced. 
Safety, creativity, and efficiency army goals as a 
teacher. Additionally, I will give you tools to improve 
flexibility safely, and cool down your bodies.

aviary
upsidedown is Rightside up w/ Rachel Rubin
Beginning with a short warm-up flow, integrating the 
wrists and shoulders, we will cover various entries 
with different leg variations. Strength training drills 
and core work will be the focus, in order to activate 
the Uddiyana Bandha. Through partner spotting, 
I will teach safe stacking and injury prevention. All 
levels are welcome!

pavilion
AcroYoga: Get High With Your Friends,  
All Levels w/ Dion Boehm and Carolyn Cohen 
Come learn and explore the dynamic fun of partner 
yoga and acrobatics with two senior AcroYoga 
teachers! In this workshop you will learn how to 
base, fly and spot dynamic balances, inversion 
and transitions between poses. Bring a yoga mat 
if you have one, wear comfortable clothes that you 
can move in. No previous experience or partner 
necessary, just a desire to have fun and to get high 
with your friends!

sanCTuary
Women’s Circle w/ Katy Elizabeth
Join me for a sacred shamanic circle for all woman-
identified and female-bodied festivalgoers. Any 
community is strengthened when the women within 
that community are united. Join your fellow festival 
sisters for time to be in the Mystery with ourselves 
and each other. 

The lake
Slacklining w/ Lex Peters
See description under 1PM on page 12.

7PM

sanCTuary
Dream Yoga w/ ozioma of BurnBright
Dream Yoga is a transformational process where 
you get to envision what’s possible and create a 
deeper level of union with your dreams, goals and 
possibilities. Participants are invited to lay down 
with their eyes closed while they are taken through 
a luscious guided visualization followed by a free 
form dance where a deeper connection with their 
authentic desires can emerge. After the visioning 
process and the Dance of the Dream, participants 
will be invited to come together as a circle to 
express their commitments through speaking their 
dream into action. We will each have an opportunity 
to declare one action we will take to make our 
dreams manifest into reality. The workshop will close 
with participants dancing in celebration as they 
carry their dreams into the world. This experience is 
dynamic, transformational and most of all FUN!

workshoPs sUnDaY
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center camp
reno rox, insTiGaTor General   

New to PEX Summer Festival, Center Camp is an organic oasis offering cool shade, a seated 
lounge, hot and cold coffee and tea, live painting and 2D art, with daily scheduled and impromptu 
performances. Come gather with friends, find stimulating conversation, make a connection, relax, 
rejuvenate and be surrounded and inspired by art in all forms. Center Camp welcomes all of you!

inTeresTed in perforMinG on The CenTer CaMp sTaGe? Musicians, storytellers, mimes, 
vocalists, poets/spoken word artists, tap dancers, body percussionists, beat-boxers, burlesque and 
other performers are welcome. A daily sign-up for open mic hours will be available at Center Camp. 
Come share your talents! 

oasis caFe
hours

Friday: 12PM-12AM • Saturday: 6AM-9PM • Sunday: 6AM-12AM • Monday: 6AM-12PM

Oasis Café will host a Sunrise (6-7AM) and Sunset (6-7PM) Happy Hour on  
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, with a 2-for-1 special on Coffee and Tea!!

BRING YOUR OWN CUP!

center camp art
PEX Summer Fest is proud to host the following artists at Center Camp: 

reno rox • elena Telford • Kimberlee Traub • ronny bernsTiel

sTeve shorTs • sTeven Gordy • Thomas eGan • ChrisTopher ryan • Tom eshChar

Live Painting by:
ashTon (KeTTle head) hill • harrison lanCe Crawford • ren nae Kah
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FrIDay

1-3PM 

open Mic/open Stage w/ host Plum 
Dragoness (3-5 minute Sign-up Slots)

3-3:05PM 

Glo (Bamba dance w/ pre rec music) 
Glo is a dancer and model based in Philadelphia 
with a very diverse performance background. 
At Center Camp she will be dancing to Bomba, 
a traditional musical expression of Puerto Rico 
influenced by the combination of the African, Taino 
and Spanish cultures on the island.

3:05-3:35PM 

Roland Marconi of The Special Interests (live 
acoustic/electric Guitar music/vocals)
Roland Marconi of The Special Interests writes and 
produces songs about some of the critical issues 
of our time. These are songs in the tradition of the 
many great activist and protest songs that have 
helped to shift public consciousness in the past are 
needed more than ever today. 

3:35-4PM

Electro-PsycheBilly (live acoustic guitar/
vocals)
The Electro-psychebilly will be unplugging and 
performing a short acoustic set of original tunes.

SaturDay

1-1:15PM 

Capoeira Cultural Center (Live Music & 
Movement)
Hungry? Come get a taste of Brazil with the high-
flying art form that will make you want to move every 
part of your being. Interaction and participation 
encouraged!

1:30-2PM 

Precocious Youth (solo/duo juggling, poi, & 
diabolo) 
Two precocious children discover the marvel of 
tenacity, synergy, and gravity in this 30-minute 
spectacle of inquiry. Prepare to ride a curious roller 
coaster of conflict and insight as Diabolo Dave and 
Master Kat showcase their talents while pointing at 
the broader significance of object manipulation and 
the learning process.

2:05-2:30PM 

Plum Dragoness (spoken word poetry w/ pre 
recorded music)
Plum Dragoness, is an innovative award winning 
performance artist known for her unique 
theatrical flair, original poetic style & fierce dance 
choreography. This performance will combine the 
use of pre-recorded instrumentals with an infusion 
of ritualistic performance art, dance theater, spoken 
word poetry & lyrical vocal expressions  
(www.ThePlumDragoness.com).”

2:30-4PM 

open Mic/open Stage w/ host Plum 
Dragoness (3-5 minute Sign-up Slots)

SunDay

1-2PM 

open Mic/open Stage w/ host Plum 
Dragoness (3-5 minute Sign-up Slots)

2-2:30PM 

oshun (ritual Music, Movement & Dance)
Oshun is the lead vocalist for AquaSoul. In this 
intimate performance she will be calling on the four 
corners to bring healing and upliftment to all of your 
chakras. Oshun channels Spirits to heal every point 
of your body, mind and soul. Come get uplifted at 
this musical ritual!

2:30-3PM 

President Squiddie and Citizen Steve 
(Chicago style comedic improve) 
“Squiddie and Steve take you on an improvised 
adventure deep into the reality of the politics of 
gnomes, yoga for zombies, and cloned messianic 
godwomen... but only if you give them a suggestion 
that leads to that. BYOD!” 

3:00-4PM

David London (Magic, Storytelling & Theater)
Magician David London combines magic with 
storytelling, comedy, surrealism, philosophy, and 
that which cannot be defined, to create original 
magical experiences. He has created five original 
theatrical magic productions, and authored eight 
manuscripts on Magic & Illusion. He regularly shares 
his magic at theaters, museums, galleries and 
festivals.

center camp perFormances
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theme camps
Marfa, General ManaGer

baby jerks » “He’d always had a quickening of 
the heart when he crossed into Arizona and beheld 
the cactus country. This was as the desert should 
be, this was the desert of the picture books, with the 
land unrolled to the farthest distant horizon hills, with 
saguaro standing sentinel in their strange chessboard 
pattern, towering supinely above the fans of ocotillo 
and brushy mesquite.”~Dorothy B Hughes, The 
Expendable Man

baCk To purple » Who doesn’t love purple? 
Some say it is the ideal color because it combines 
red and blue, the warmest and the coolest, blending 
together, the most dynamic and the most calming. 
This duality lends itself easily to imagination and 
inspiration.. Come and embrace the magic, mystery, 
and royalty that is Back to Purple. Daytime sound will 
be provided by Rob Potter’s ArcheJeep, and look for 
The Hug Booth too!

banGaranG beaT lounGe » Souls from 
Philly combine sound and loungin’ to bring you 
Bangarang’s Beat Lounge. You will find a shaded 
place to dance, rest your legs, or participate in our 
workshops. When the sun goes down prepare to 
be dazzled by multiple light installations throughout 
our camp. Our DJs will be serving up the freshest 
beats along side Bagarang’s typical shennanigans. 
The Focus of Bangarang Beat Lounge is to create 
versatile place for people to come together to enjoy 
music. Whether you’re ready to dance or sit and 
chat there is a perfect space here to do it. See the 
Events page for our scheduled events!

CaMp boozehole: hoMe of The 
GraMpaGe » We put the art in old fart!™ 
The annual award winner for “Theme Camp with 
the longest name,” Camp Boozehole: Home of 
the Grampage, enters its 5th year at PEX Summer 
Festival. Always better than ever, you can expect 
even MORE of what you crave… more geriatric 
antics, more watermelons wearing tankinis, more 
missing dentures, more incontinence! Stop on by 
the Liver Spot for some Grampy Juice and meet our 
booze filled grandbabies! Old People part of the time, 
Cranky Grumps all of the time. We won’t give up until 
YOU see Great Uncle Leo helping Everyday into a 
diaper! See the Events page for our scheduled 
events!

CaMp draMa free » Camp Drama Free is 
inspired by a renovated 1988 Southwind RV called 
The Beast that powers our entire camp with her solar 
generator. We provide a cool place to relax along 
with music, pink lemonade, fans, a lounge, massage 
tent with buffer, and a misting tent. Jot down your 
drama and leave it in our Drama Box so you can 
watch it go up in flames when we burn it Sunday at 
Dusk. We have Mimosa Happy Hours and promote 
Drama Free Living. Artwork by Bob Freed and Nate 

Dark. Pink lemonade always available 24/7 for those 
that need a non-alcoholic sugar kick! While you can’t 
control the drama that comes into your life, you CAN 
control how you react to it. You can choose to be 
flexible, flow with change, and diffuse the drama or 
you can dig your heels in and allow the drama to 
consume you. The choice is always your own. We 
work to enhance the lives of those around us by 
creating positive experiences through events, music, 
art, entertainment, costumes and love in the deepest 
sense. Embrace the Bass...Enhance the Dance...
Express your Creativity...oh yeah, and save the drama 
for yo’ momma. See the Events page for our 
scheduled events!

CaMp have fun and suCCeed aT life 
» Camp Have Fun and Succeed at Life is pretty 
awesome, and we think you’re awesome too. Let’s 
be awesome together! Come by and post what you 
can make, teach and do and post what you want to 
learn, get made and get done. Peruse our bulletin 
board and come talk to our campers. We’re all about 
connecting talented people and helping each other 
have fun and succeed at life. We’ll host mixers during 
the day, and help you connect with other artists 
and busy business boys and girls. We’ll have a low 
key theme camp with shade, and good music. Our 
daytime focus will be our bulletin board, with the 
goal of helping other artists and busy business boys 
and girls connect and work together. As the group 
that brought you Fractal Geometry last year, we’ll 
be providing visuals in the barn along with our DJs, 
and we’ll provide visuals for any other theme camps 
performing in the barn if desired. We’ll also showcase 
some of our musical and visual talent at TheBarn:: 
Theme Camps aNoche. Check out our visuals and 
dance to our DJs.

CaMp one love » Come relax and enjoy the 
irie vibes at Camp One Love, the Island Village by 
the Sea. Relax with us in the tribal lounge as reggae 
music fills the air and uplifting activities fill the 
day. Intimate Vibrational Healing Sanctuary, Yoga 
and Tai Chi Classes, Gratitude Wall Art project, DJ 
Hydrophonic, Tea and Tarot, Big Screen Reggae 
movies, and live open mic performances. Daily 
activities and workshops include: 4:20 Seaweed 
Hour (enjoy Nori and other herbal treats); Vibrational 
Sound Healing Sanctuary; Giving thanks thru Art 
(communal gratitude art project); Dragon Spirit Yoga/
Tai Chi Fusion; Chai Tea Infusions; Random acts of 
Body Adornment (mango facials and body painting); 
Tarot & I-Ching Readings. Live performances by: Jah 
One, Plum Dragoness, Poet-tree in Motion featured 
performances; Fire Dance and Flow Arts Vignettes. 
Come by each day and check out our a la cart menu 
of sweet happenings. We look forward to seeing you. 
One love!
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CaMp yoda rv CaMp » We are a hospitality 
camp and will be serving water, wine, and 
Champagne to our guests. Relax in our shade 
structure, particularly during the hottest part of the 
day.

diGiTal naTive » Digital Native will be your 
place to enjoy a relaxing shaded environment with 
music curated during the day into an ambient light 
experience at night. In combination with Camp 
Drama Free, we will be transforming the hill using 
light, sound, and space. Under our Star Tent, we will 
have a centralized dancing area, as well as a place for 
people to do workshops, and general seating covered 
in pillows so that evening passers bye can hang out 
and relax in a place that is quieter and welcoming. 
See the Events page for our scheduled 
events!

The Grove » Your favorite backyard hang out. 
A good place to kick back or get down. The Grove 
provides comfortable settings with something for all 
the senses. A place to relax or get down. Like your 
favorite backyard hangout with a breeze. There’s 
shade, hammocks, music, libations, and Taco 
Brothers Taco Bar (when open). Come over and kick 
back. See the Events page for our scheduled 
events!

house of rooTs sound sysTeM » 
Roots Reggae Dub Soundsystem brings the best in 
conscious rootical reggae, played in its original vinyl 
form, over the beautiful machine that is the House 
of Roots Soundsytem. House of Roots is a One of 
a kind custom built Dub Reggae Soundsystem in 
the traditions of old. Soundsystem is at the heart of 
reggae itself and nothing compares to hearing such 
incredible music thru some custom made Scoops 
and Horns, it truly warms the soul. Thats right, 
House of Roots is a one-off made from scratch, 
home built soundsystem, with bells and whistles 
(literally). A sonic Art installation: As well as touching 
on foundation Roots and Dub, we feature plenty 
of new school dubwise from around the globe. All 
with an emphasis on unity and positive conscious 
connection. We use the mantra Word, Sound, and 
power which encompasses this Rasta soundsystem 
philosophy of message in the music carried with the 
full power of Soundsystem. 

jurassiC-arT! » From big art to big hair, this 
camp features a slew of creative campers from the 
production, fashion, design, architecture, healing, 
dance and science worlds. The backbone behind 
such past installations as Mantis Garden, The Egg 
and this year’s Jurassic park, these campers know 
how to build big art with big hearts. With a focus 
on interactive art these campers have hosted over 
5,000 painters to help give colorful skins to thier 
giant wooden sculptures. Stop by for tasty crepes 
during breakfast hours and get all the deets about 
this year’s underground french picnic...Live LARGE at 
Jurassic-Art! 
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Meso Creso » Meso Creso is a trans-cultural 
artistic collective that promotes creativity without 
boundaries, social consciousness and provides a 
place for people to find their inner brightness, light, 
and non-stop beats. Named for Mesopotamia’s 
Fertile Crescent—often considered the cradle of 
civilization—Meso Creso fuses the whimsy of the 
burner culture with DC’s cultural diversity and social 
consciousness. We are known for our roving hookah 
lounge, highly crafted art installations, joyful whistles 
and hand claps, and a DJ lineup that represents the 
rich cultural mix of its community. Featuring: Our new 
Bayt: A hallmark of Meso Creso, that incorporates a 
24ft boat mast, recycled sails, weatherproof ceiling, 
video projection, environmental night and day 
décor, a full sound system and dance floor, and an 
afternoon workshop space for yoga, open mics and 
other forms of expression. Find us by looking for the 
shining disco crescent moon! Life-sized functioning 
kaleidoscopes: a full kaleidoscopic and sensory 
experience! Live VJ projection at night with a brand 
new handmade “glitter screen”—Meso Creso video 
art just got glamorous! The PEXAGON, our hexagonal 
workshop space, to provide privacy and intimacy for 
Meso Creso workshops. Check the Events and 
Master Schedule pages for our full lineup!

naTional wildfire CoordinaTinG 
Group » NWCG is an operational group designed 
to coordinate programs of the participating wildfire 
management agencies. Effective May 1, 2014 GSA’s 
wildland fire program was transferred to the Defense 
Logistics Agency (DLA). With the transition to DLA it 
was necessary to develop new, specialized ordering 
instructions for wildland fire customers. Instructions 
for wildland fire customers is available at: http://www.
nwcg.gov/pms/pubs/catalog.htm#gsa. Also featuring: 
NASA Incident Support Unit (Sprinter van); Perplexing 
Pyramid art structure; the flaming Danger Bar; and 
the Player One Continue? poofer.

pex Tea lab » A cracked team of scientists 
conduct research to support the global domination 
of the Burning Man Industrial complex at the Pex 
Tea Lab. Using the sacred, spiritual, and medicinal 
qualities of herbal and caffeinated teas, then an 
application of the talking cure, they will loosen, then 
probe the minds of their human subjects, searching 
for the next generation of research on gathering 
together, gifting, loving, and burning things down. 
The theme inside and out is a 1950s hard science 
lab, with servers researching to find out what the best 
medicine (i.e., variety of tea) is right for a particular 
person. We will serve one morning shift of tea and 
two evening shifts, as well as a roving tea lab which 
will serve cold beverages during the day and hot 
beverages at night!

The spiriT house and Tea rooM » The 
Spirit House and Tea Room was born in 2013 out 
of our collective and individual passions for sacred 
expression, community living, and holistic healing 
services. We are healers, massage therapists, 
singers, dancers, yogis, shamanistas, and re-
weavers of the world. We come together to anchor 
a welcoming and tranquil space for reflection, 
grounding, meditation and offerings to the land and 
you, our community. Visit...drink tea...snuggle...
lounge...meditate...dance ...journey...wonder! We will 
have a gathering place/chill lounge that is open to the 
community 24/7...to rest, to sleep, to catch up with 
friends, to meditate. See the Events page for our 
scheduled event!

sTreeT sT. » Captain Chaos is back on the 
block with his talented Street Streeters. Bringing you 
their finest street knowledge from intradimensional 
parallels unknown. Expect visual, musical, electrical 
and performance artistry abounding. We’ve even got 
something for your third eye. Featuring: LED light 
installations; Interactive LED Street St. Supaswings; 
UV and Glow in the Dark; Street signs; Superfunk 
Dome (Dj’s spinning till cutoff); Dance space/ Fire 
performance area Lounge; Visionary Art Gallery; 
Sexy Pexy Station and a Scavenger Hunt! See the 
Events page for our scheduled events!

video GaMe CaMp » Video Game Camp is a 
two-part interactive installation, consisting of the live-
streamed human-hunt, The Chase—and large screen 
arcade tournaments via GameStation. THE CHASE 
:: A HIGH TECH GAME OF HIDE AND SEEK. Stalk 
and capture a ghost in the crowd...with only your 
prey’s live-streaming POV to go on. It’s a televised, 
frantic hunt that peaks in a contest of speed and 
agility! Find your target! Chase them down! Capture 
their flag! GAMESTATION :: OLD SCHOOL ARCADE 
CLASSICS, TOURNAMENT STYLE! GameStation 
is four thrash-ready joysticks that allow two to four 
players to experience retro stand-up arcade games 
as a team or in competition. Games are projected on 
a huge screen, and players can only play, as long as 
their friends let them play.

volunTeer shanTyTown » Volunteer 
ShantyTown is our evolving iteration of a combined 
team effort into the arcane art of ghetto glamping. 
With combined efforts and equipment, we create a 
micro-town with enough amenities that the camp 
crew can focus on the tasks of set-up, event and 
takedown, while having a great, relaxing, comfortable 
camp to unwind at. Power, light, hot and cold water, 
shade structure and seating are all provided by the 
core crew, and everyone lends a hand maintaining 
throughout the week. We also help function as a 
centralized meeting area for communication and 

theme camps
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coordination during the event to help the different 
production crews get the help and people-power they 
need. Off-hours there’s always a mellow party going 
on, as well. For Setup, we’ll have “drive-in” movie 
nights as well, weather permitting. On Saturday, 
we will once again host our (now 4th) Annual Low 
Country Boil, a seafood boil open to all as long as 
the food and beer lasts. We’re especially accepting 
of first-time volunteers, as many of us first met and 
became good friends over the course of previous PEX 
SF setup teams. In fact, this SummerFest setup was 
where the camp was first conceived, 4 summers ago.

whiskey and whiskers » A small theme 
camp centered around a whiskey bar, which is 
centered around cats. Bar, bourbon, plush seating, 
the finest DJs, small sound system, cat figures on 
a cat altar, finely crafted cocktails, fire spinning, 
delectable snacks. Bourbon/Scotch/Whiskey 
tastings; fire spinning circles; light to heavy booty 
shakin’ possible.

worldTown villaGe » Weekend home 
of WorldTown Sound System!! The exciting and 
energetic Worldtown SoundSystem is a live house 
music band that fuses musical elements from around 
the world. With members from Jamaica, Nigeria, 
Brazil, Alabama, Vermont and Philadelphia, it truly 
captures the essence of global culture through music. 
Based in Philadelphia, PA, our focus is to unite 
cultures through various realms of entertainment and 
celebrate the wide spectrum of diversity in America. 
Peace, Love, Fun, Everywhere, Everyone.
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onGoinG (Fri., sat., sUn)
when the DOOr IS OPen  
Or LIGht IS On, COMe In!

THE HEAL MoBILE
By the labyrinth
Step inside a space where sage cleanses your 
spirit as it flies away as you let go and enjoy a 
vibrational journey of gongs, bowls, flutes and 
other instruments.
When the door is open or or light is on, come in.
Please bring: water and an open mind.

aLL Day tILL 10PM

oRGAnIC MuSIC LInEuP 
Digital native
On-site scheduling of musical acts in collaboration 
with Camp Drama Free.

6-7aM, 6-7PM

oASIS CAFÉ HAPPY HouR
Center Camp
Whether you’re just getting up or dancing into the 
night, Oasis Café will start you off right. Come 
gather with friends and indulge in the plethora of 
art while sipping a cup of organic freshly brewed 
coffee or tea. Bring a friend and your second cup 
is free!

8-10aM, 6-8PM

BASICS oF oDISSI InDIAn DAnCE
Amphitheater
We’ll learn essentials: Bhumi Pranam (a Dance-
Prayer sequence to initiate and to conclude every 
dance session - salutation to the Mother Earth), 
the basic steps in the two distinctive positions 
- Chauka (square stance) and Tribhangi (three-
bend stance). These will be woven together with 
traditional hand gestures, walks, turns, neck, eye 
and head movements in a simple choreography 
- Sthayi (traditional pure dance sequence) - to 
create an enjoyable practice.

9-10:30aM

BREAKFAST BEATInGS
Camp ordinance
Have you been a bad boy or girl? All you little 
rule-breakers can come to Camp Ordinance for 
your breakfast beatings...bacon included!

10aM-10PM

PHILLY PHREAK SHoW
Philly Phreak Show, by Center Camp
Philly Phreak Show, Philly’s regional project 
traveling to Burning Man’s Midway. Wander by 
our tent during the day to sign our guest book, 
create an oddity to add to our traveling museum 
of curiosities or to simply sit and reflect on the 
oddity we call life. Wander by at night for intimate 
impromptu Phreak Show performances. We look 
forward to bringing a piece of you with us, mu-ah-
ah-ah-ah-ha.

nOOn-5PM

LISTEn To YouR BuLLSHIT BooTH
Heroes & SuperVillains
Swing on by for a cocktail (well, maybe a beer) 
and tell us your deepest, darkest secrets, silly 
stories or whatever the fuck you else wanna talk 
about. We’ll listen to your bullshit!

nOOn-2PM

nAP TIME
Bubbles & Babies
Come join us at high noon in our baby friendly 
space for nap time. BYOB (bring your own 
blanket).

2-4PM

PoWER WASH
Heroes & SuperVillains
You’re hot! It’s hot! Come get wet!

3-4PM

BoTTLE SERVICE
Bubbles & Babies
Get your bottle, bubbles and be a happy baby!

3-5PM

EVoLVE AnD ASCEnD PRESEnTS: Sun 
LAnGuAGE
Location TBA
A collaborative creative writing workshop by 
Evolve and Ascend, which teaches you how to 
rise, shine, and speak the language of the sun. 
Using unique exercises, and channeled wisdom 
- Sun Language allows you to create a new life 
story, connects you on a deep level with new and 
unexpected friends.
Please bring: Pen (or pencil) and paper

scheDULeD eVents

Continued on page 24
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4PM

ConnECT WITH YouR PoWER AnIMAL 
WoRKSHoP TEA 
The Spirit House and Tea Room 
The Spirit House and Tea Room will host a tea 
ceremony at 4PM every day.

1.5 hrS BeFOre Dark

SEXY PEXY STATIon
Street St.
Pexies come accentuate your beautiful selves in 
all manor of glitter, paint, stickers, face jewels, 
make-up, hair tinsels, jewelry, hair pieces, etc.

SunSet ‘tIL Late

PRoJECTIonS
Heroes & SuperVillains
The visual stylings of Wet Towel / Popcorn Factory 
Production.

FriDaY
Dawn tO DuSk

SoLDERnATIon STATIon
Street St.
NEED TO SOLDER YOUR EL WIRE? Now you 
can! For those who know, sunup to sundown. 
Need some help? Our resident Street St. tech will 
be on hand 1pm-3pm Fri and Sat.
Please bring: stuff to solder

4PM

HooP-TASTIC WoRKSHoP
Street St.
The Hoop-tastic workshop will be for basics to 
intermediate hooping. Attendees will learn basic 
techniques to tricks (isolations, iso-pops, vortex, 
jumps, tosses, across the body, breaks, prisms, 
etc.) and how to incorporate them into flow and 
transition dance movements. Intermediate level 
hoopers can learn techniques for double-hooping 
including cross-overs, iso-pops, iso-pop prisms, 
etc. Those interested in double-hooping, we will 
work to conditioning our minds and synchronize 
working two props simultaneously.
Please bring: hoops if you have them

5-8PM

HAPPY HouR 
The Grove

6:30PM

PRoCESSIon oF THE BuTTERFLY QuEEnS 
(FRoM DREAMS oF THE LAST BuTTERFLIES)
Starting near the Barn, ending at the Pavilion
Join our procession of lovely Butterfly Queens, as 
they dance though Summer Fest bringing lots of 
Butterfly love, luck, and magick to all!

6-9PM

PLAYA PRoM FRIDAY
Bangarang Beat Lounge
Coming back due to its popularity from fall PDF, 
Playa Prom is here to fill with nostalgia from your 
own special high school night. Bring your date 
or go stag...either way you’ll be in the running for 
Prom King or Queen.

8-11PM

GRooVE @ nIGHT 
The Grove

9-10PM

RuSSIAn RouLETTE VARIETY SHoW
Basketball Court
Founded by Jex Ime (Jennifer Longo) and Xtina 
(Christina Carbone), this Philadelphia-based 
entertainment showcase is a ongoing production 
of local, national, and international performance 
artists. Utilizing a traveling sideshow-style 
framework, Russian Roulette Variety Show brings 
its audience an enticing, exciting, and unique 
entertainment experience. Our mission is to 
provide the structure, network, and setting for 
both established and burgeoning performance 
artists within the creative community to 
participate. We invite performers of all genres 
to audition and be a part of the show. RRVS is 
made possible every year thanks to the support 
of volunteer artists, builders, artist communities, 
and non-profit organizations. RRVS was created 
by performers, for performers, and evolved into 
what is now an integral part of the magic that 
is PEX Summer Festival and the Philadelphia 
performance community.

scheduled events onGoinG/FriDaY
Continued from page 21
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10PM

EnTICInG EnTERTAInMEnT FRoM 
MInnEAPoLIS
Basketball Court
From the beautiful to the bazaar, specializing 
in everything unique and exceptional! Enticing 
Entertainment’s LED performance is a perfect 
mixture of cutting technology, choreography, 
and dance. This piece will bring you to a magical 
realm of light and creativity with a variety of flow 
props and costumes illuminated by LEDs! Enticing 
Entertainment doesn’t stop there! Join us as we 
ignite the night with our compelling fire show! With 
our unique props and dynamic choreography, this 
performance brings a whole new grace, strength, 
beauty, and respect to the powerful element of fire.

DarkneSS

THE uMBRELLA PRoJECT
Ramblewood
The Umbrella Project is scavenger hunt for Pexies. 
Find all the laser imbued umbrellas and meander 
back to Street St. for a prize!! (Precise locations 
required) HINT: They will be in different locations 
each night!
Please bring: Awe Inspiring Imagination

satUrDaY
SunrISe

BuBBLES AnD BASS  
CHAMPAGnE GIVEAWAY
Meso Creso
Come enjoy sunrise and celebrate family and 
friends with the Bubbles and Bass crew at the 
most fabulous sunrise party at PEX! Toast to the 
good life with a glass of free bubbly!

Dawn tO DuSk

SoLDERnATIon STATIon
Street St.
NEED TO SOLDER YOUR EL WIRE? Now you 
can! For those who know, sunup to sundown. 
Need some help? Our resident Street St. tech will 
be on hand 1pm-3pm Fri and Sat.
Please bring: stuff to solder

10:30aM

BASHMEnT (DAnCEHALL) YoGA
Street St.
Combing level one asana poses, some sensual 
dancehall dance moves, and a dash pranayama 
this flow workshop is designed to get the energy 
rising and your booty poppin’! All levels are 
welcome.
Please bring: yoga mats 
 
11:30aM-nOOn
CIRCLE TIME
Bubbles & Babies
Channel your inner child and play circle time with 
us! With games like “twinkle twinkle little star,” 
“itsy bitsy spider,” “ring around the Rosie,” and 
“what’s not.” Having fun is the only option!

nOOn

TWISTED SISTER YoGA
Bangarang Beat Lounge
Namaste Bitch! Partner yoga for detox and 
bonding led by Annie.

nOOn-3PM

WoRKSHoP 
Camp Drama Free
Workshop by Leon Milmeyster: Topic to be 
determined.

aFternOOn

RoSIE’S CIRCuS ToYS
In a high-traffic shady area
Rosie is my toy box. I’ll open her up to the public 
and attempt to create a circus, from juggling, poi, 
balance, diabolo, even pinwheel. I’d like to help 
you unlock the physics of all of these toys helping 
you discover how you can make them work for 
you. We will finish with a small parade showing 
off our toys and for those that would like maybe a 
performance.
Please bring: any toy that is powered by gravity

1-3PM

AERIALS oVER THE PooL
Poolside
An annual tradition for Pex Summerfest, acrobats 
present their flyest acts for all the babes grabbing 
a tan poolside, right before plummeting into 
those murky waters!  Don’t forget to look up while 
enjoying smooth beats and sunshine poolside! 

scheduled events FriDaY/satUrDaY
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1PM

GRAMPAGE!
Camp Boozehole: Home of the Grampage
Kick off the annual PEX Summer Fest GRAMPAGE 
with our Happy Hour at the Liver Spot! Come 
meet our grandBoozebabies! Grampy juice will be 
flowin’ as we fuel up for our slow walk to the most 
happening spots at PEXSF. This year your favorite 
grannies and grampies will have their own team 
of nurses to keep them adequately dehydrated for 
maximum geriatric fun!

1PM

TWISTER TouRnAMEnT
Bangarang Beat Lounge
Join us for a giant twister twist off! Come stretch 
and rub up on strangers (only after consent!). 
If someone strikes your fancy stick around for 
happy hour.

2-4PM

MAnIFESTInG THE LIFE You WAnT
Spirit House
Learn how to tap into your path of manifestation 
with divination through shamanic journeying and 
unlock your manifestation powers that will bring 
your dreams to life! In this experiential workshop 
you will get clear on what you want to manifest 
through guided visualization, learn the sacred 
Tibetan star technique of manifestation, meet a 
spirit guide that will coach you towards your goal 
and create a personalized ritual to materialize your 
vision. Kristen Boyer is shamanic psychologist 
and holistic health counselor in New York City. 
Please bring: an eye covering, notebook, pen

3PM

SoLAR EnERGY WoRKSHoP
Camp Drama Free
How to build a portable solar generator by Fanntom.

3-4 PM

InTRo To LEVITATIon WAnD/LEVI-STICK
The Field behind the Pool Stage
An introduction for those interested in the 
flow art of Levitation Wand/Levi-Stick. We will 
be going over the very basics of short-string 
levitation wand, so this is a class for beginners, 
but everyone is welcome to come. ReJam has 8 
years of experience expressing himself with the 
levitation wand and is excited to share anything 
and everything he knows with you!
Please bring: Levitation Wands (Some will be 
provided

4PM

THE SHoWDoWn: FouRTH AnnuAL  
PEX HooP BATTLE
Amphitheater
So, you think you can hoop? Prove it! Calling all 
hoopers, renowned and obscure: come out and 
show us what your mama gave ya. Prizes: eternal 
bragging rights, a gorgeous, lightweight Polyro 
LED hoop, and a spot on the coveted judges 
panel next year. Winner takes all. 

4PM

HooP-TASTIC WoRKSHoP
Street St.
The Hoop-tastic workshop will be for basics to 
intermediate hooping. Attendees will learn basic 
techniques to tricks (isolations, iso-pops, vortex, 
jumps, tosses, across the body, breaks, prisms, 
etc.) and how to incorporate them into flow and 
transition dance movements. Intermediate level 
hoopers can learn techniques for double-hooping 
including cross-overs, iso-pops, iso-pop prisms, 
etc. Those interested in double-hooping, we will 
work to conditioning our minds and synchronize 
working two props simultaneously.
Please bring: hoops if you have them

4-6PM

MESoPoTAMIAn VIBES
Meso Creso
We invite you to relish in our meso creso zest! 
Come try out our various flavored hookahs, teas, 
and other delectable snacks. Bring your belly 
dancing skillz, poetry and stories, practice your 
smoke rings, and enjoy the afternoon light!

5PM

SALAD SHooTInG HAPPY HouR
Bangarang Beat Lounge
Come shoot salad literally and figuratively. Get 
your nutrients served up in a booze shot and talk 
all the nonsense shoopity blah you got. Shambo 
pampies for everyone.

DarkneSS

THE uMBRELLA PRoJECT
Ramblewood
The Umbrella Project is scavenger hunt for Pexies. 
Find all the laser imbued umbrellas and meander 
back to Street St. for a prize!! (Precise locations 
required) HINT: They will be in different locations 
each night!
Please bring: Awe Inspiring Imagination

scheduled events satUrDaY
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scheduled events satUrDaY/sUnDaY

POSt-eFFIGy Burn

GARDEn oF EARTHLY DELIGHTS
Meso Creso
Join Meso Creso in the Grotto, Saturday night 
post-effigy burn, for a celebration of Flora, Fauna, 
and the vast array of sensual pleasures (and life’s 
titillating temptations) that make the orbiting 
garden of Earth our home. Dance to world beats, 
enjoy hookah and other delights, and partake 
in the corporal fruits of summer’s bounty til 
dawn! Spritely nymphs, coy woodland creatures, 
carnivorous plants, berry-munchers, shellfish 
fornicators-- stick a flower in your bum and come 
as your favorite denizen of the Garden of Earthly 
Delights as we dance the night away at this theme 
party that will befuddle interpretation for centuries! 
(Costumes highly encouraged.)

sUnDaY
SunrISe

BuBBLES AnD BASS CHAMPAGnE 
GIVEAWAY
Pavilion
Come enjoy sunrise and celebrate family and 
friends with the Bubbles and Bass crew at the 
most fabulous sunrise party at PEX! Toast to the 
good life with a glass of free bubbly!

SunrISe

MICHA AnD MARY SunRISE 
The Grove

11:30aM-nOOn

CIRCLE TIME
Bubbles & Babies
Channel your inner child and play circle time with 
us! With games like “twinkle twinkle little star,” 
“itsy bitsy spider,” “ring around the Rosie,” and 
“what’s not.” Having fun is the only option!

nOOn

TAKE A BREAK: REIKI 
Bangarang Beat Lounge
Balance out your Reiki Triangle by giving, 
receiving or learning how to treat yourself with 
gentle ease through the power of Reiki healing 
energy.

nOOn-3PM

WoRKSHoP 
Camp Drama Free
Workshop by Leon Milmeyster: Topic to be 
determined.

1-3PM

AERIALS oVER THE PooL
Poolside
An annual tradition for Pex Summerfest, acrobats 
present their flyest acts for all the babes grabbing 
a tan poolside, right before plummeting into 
those murky waters!  Don’t forget to look up while 
enjoying smooth beats and sunshine poolside!

3PM

BuRn YouR DRAMA CEREMonY 
Camp Drama Free
We’ll be burning the Drama Box (Sunday at dusk 
in front of our camp).

4-6PM

MESoPoTAMIAn VIBES
Meso Creso
We invite you to relish in our meso creso zest! 
Come try out our various flavored hookahs, teas, 
and other delectable snacks. Bring your belly 
dancing skillz, poetry and stories, practice your 
smoke rings, and enjoy the afternoon light!

5-8PM

HAPPY HouR 
The Grove

7PM

PEX FLoWCASE
The Barn
The Third Annual PEX Flowcase returns with a 
whole new cast! Flow Artists from around the 
world present their skills in a choreographed 
dance and theater setting. Combining the arts 
of drama, theater, acrobatics and flow arts these 
performers create a transformative experience for 
anyone in their reach.  

8:15PM

THE FEMME-MYnISTIQuES
The Barn
This entrancing trio features: Alexa Gold-the 
golden voice, Lady Omni—the omnipotent emcee 
& Plum Dragoness-the lyrical poetess! 

8-11PM

GRooVE @ nIGHT 
The Grove
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interactiVe arts & eVents
ez, General ManaGer

onGoinG
eVery MOrnInG
PEX TEA LAB

PEX Tea Lab Camp
At the Pex Tea Lab, you’re the mouse on whom we 
test the cure, a tea serum concocted by cracked 
scientists in a cool, minimalist geodesic dome. We’ll 
serve your cure and observe the results to fuel the 
next generation of research for the Burning Man 
Industrial Complex. 

DaILy at 1PM & 1aM
THE LIVInG TREE 3.0

See Event Map by the Pool Breezeway for location
Enter a place where anything can happen. This 
is your chance to experience and transform your 
perceptions of the living world around us. Everything 
is not what you think. You must be willing to face the 
unknown.

DaILy, OnGOInG
THE MAGICALLY ConSEnSuAL PICTuRE BoX

See Event Map by the Pool Breezeway for location
The Magically Consensual picture box is an 
enclosed space decorated with funky and fun props, 
costumes pieces, and backdrops for participants to 
interact with. Participants can use any of the “word 
bubbles” revolving around consent and other and 
objects to create their own unique scenarios to 
immortalize with an image.

CHRISTMAS In JuLY

See Event Map by the Pool Breezeway for location
This year we will be hosting a climate controlled 
lounge, complete with a Christmas tree for gifting. 
Come participate in the magic and wonder of the 
gifting season! Bring a gift for someone you know, or 
someone you don’t! The outside of our lounges will 
also be space for graffiti.

FuZZY BALLS FoR SAFETY!

Digital native Theme Camp
Discover the finer points of rebar safety and 
creativity while handling our fuzzy balls.

MEADoW MAGIC

See Event Map by the Pool Breezeway for location
Meadow Magic is a one-of-a-kind chill space 
designed to make you feel good! Kick off your 
shoes, get comfy, and let the Meadow’s happy vibes 
work its magic. Open all night.

THE CHASE

Video Game Camp
Big games Friday and Saturday just after sunset. 
A HIGH TECH GAME OF HIDE AND SEEK. A live-
streaming, fast-paced, heart-racing human hunt ... 
with prizes! Big games Friday and Saturday just after 
sunset!

EVERYonE IS BEAuTIFuL

See Event Map by the Pool Breezeway for location
The Rainbow Duckling experience reminds us of the 
importance of selfless sharing. Various communities 
of Philadelphia have contributed their personal 
vision to create the wings on which she soars. 
Come and enjoy, partake, or add your own personal 
touch to celebrate how individually and collectively 
beautiful we all are.

MAGICIAn DAVID LonDon

Wandering Wonders all Weekend 
Magician David London combines magic with 
storytelling, comedy, surrealism, philosophy, and 
that which cannot be defined, to create original 
magical experiences. He has created five original 
theatrical magic productions, and authored eight 
manuscripts on Magic & Illusion. He regularly shares 
his magic at theaters, museums, galleries and 
festivals.

FriDaY
2PM
FoAM SWoRD CAPTuRE THE FLAG: 
FAERIES VS GoBLInS YouTH ADVEnTuRE

Camp WAnnAWAnnAPEX
Interactive, cooperative foam sword games with 
imaginative role playing. The greatest honor is to die 
well! It’s a battle, it’s theater, its hilarious and fun! 
High activity and high energy. Fun for any kid or kid 
at heart.

The Philadelphia Experiment is honored to be able to award art honorariums for Interactive Arts and 
Events, a new initiative for PEXSF 2015!
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MIDnIGht
STARFuCKS: A CAFFEInATED LATE nIGHT 
SEnSuAL STARGAZInG EXPERIEnCE!
Meeting at Meso Creso
We’ll combine the Turkish coffee tradition of 
Meso Creso, our astronomical wisdom, and your 
adventurousness to generate a magical buzz you’ll 
never forget. Find a dance floor friend? Need a 
late-night pick-me-up? Always wonder what’s under 
Orion’s belt? Join us as we reach for the stars in 
more ways than one.

satUrDaY
10aM
FoAM SWoRD CAPTuRE THE FLAG
The Pavilion Field
Come play Capture the Flag with FOAM SWORDS! 
We provide training and equipment you provide 
the bodies. Capture the Flag is a joyful experience 
where the combat is approached as cooperative 
dance. Action, friends and laughs abound. Bring a 
water bottle, sunscreen and sturdy shoes.

11aM-12:30PM
BELLY DAnCE & BASS
Meso Creso
‘Tribal Fusion” belly dance honors the ancient 
traditions of ethnic dances of the ‘silk road’ while 
infusing modern tribalism and music. Class is open 
to all genders, body shapes and levels of dance 
experience. We will snake our arms, sway our hips 
and groove to traditional and modern rhythms.

SaturDay aFternOOn
FREE ICE CREAM
Hourly-ish games @ Video Game Camp
Come by for a Chase and get FREE ICE CREAM* 
*remember, nothing in life is free.

2PM 

RESEARCH & DEVELoPMEnT WET LAB
The Barn™
The guys from Research & Development will be 
conducting an interactive class for the composition 
of electronic music. They will build a track from 
scratch, review concepts of sampling, synthesis, 
filtering, automation, and equalizing, as well as 
general song structure and navigating your DAW

FoAM SWoRD CAPTuRE THE FLAG: 
FAERIES VS GoBLInS YouTH ADVEnTuRE
Camp WAnnAWAnnAPEX
Interactive, cooperative foam sword games with 
imaginative role playing. The greatest honor is to die 
well! It’s a battle, it’s theater, its hilarious and fun! 
High activity and high energy. Fun for any kid or kid 
at heart.

3-4PM :: COuPLeS
MESoPoTAMIAn VIBEZ 2.0H!: An oRGASMIC 
DAnCE FLooR EXPERIEnCE
PEXagon @ Meso Creso
This experience explores the erotic potential 
between audience and DJ, body and sound. 
This experience will allow participants to discuss 
consent, ethical voyeurism and full sensory 
experiential spaces before donning wearable 
vibrators that react to ambient noise for an intimate 
musical experience like no other. 
(Single ladies :: Sunday, 3-4PM)

4PM
PRAnAYAMA FoR PARTIERS
Cephalodome
Travel further down the path of enlightenment and 
learn to extend your life force through your breath. 
End up calm, energized and ready for a night of 
dancing in this vitalizing pranayama workshop.

GRAMPAGE - MoBILE nuRSES STATIon 
THE DEHYDRATIon STATIon & THE FIFTH 
AnnuAL GRAMPAGE oF PEX SuMMERFEST
Camp Boozehole: Home of the Grampage
Your favorite grandpexarents return for our fifth 
annual grampage. This year, the grampy juice is on 
the move. Look out for our mobile Nurses Station & 
bar! Dressed in our geriatric finest we visit the most 
happening places at PEXSF. Join us, as we put the 
art in old fart!

sUnDaY
3-4PM :: SInGLe LaDIeS
MESoPoTAMIAn VIBEZ 2.0H!: An oRGASMIC 
DAnCE FLooR EXPERIEnCE
PEXagon @ Meso Creso
This experience explores the erotic potential 
between audience and DJ, body and sound. 
This experience will allow participants to discuss 
consent, ethical voyeurism and full sensory 
experiential spaces before donning wearable 
vibrators that react to ambient noise for an intimate 
musical experience like no other.

3-4PM
MAGICIAn DAVID LonDon
Center Camp Stage
Magician David London combines magic with 
storytelling, comedy, surrealism, philosophy, and 
that which cannot be defined, to create original 
magical experiences. He has created five original 
theatrical magic productions, and authored eight 
manuscripts on Magic & Illusion. He regularly shares 
his magic at theaters, museums, galleries and 
festivals.
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camp wannawannapex
sinnabunz winG & elixir, head MaMa & papa bear of CaMp wannawannapex 

Our mission is to provide an innovative festival experience that is radically inclusive for PEXies 
of all ages with a space that allows adults and children alike to connect through art, play and 

interaction. This year we will provide events, workshops, art and interactive experiences. 

Please visit our CAMP WANNAWANNAPEX Headquarters: The Hive for a complete listing of days, 
times, and locations for all the happenings at WANNA, as additional unlisted activities are planned!

FrIDay
4PM: Le Leche Gathering
A gathering of glowing mamas to share and discuss 
support, information and encouragement for loud 
and proud breastfeeding in a festival setting. 

5-6PM: Family Happy Hour Mixer
Bring the whole family for a meet and greet of Pexies 
and lil Pexies. Spirits for adults and lemonade for 
children will be served. Please BYO cup. 

8:30PM: S’MoRE Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
We are making s’mores and sharing scary stories. 
Bring a flashlight, your favorite jammies, and a 
terrifying tale to tell! 

SaturDay
10:45AM: Camp WAnnnAWAnnAPEX Tribe Photo
We invite all families, volunteers and participants to join 
us for the 2015 Camp Wannawannapex Tribe Photo. 

11AM: The Mamas and the Papas Pow Wow! 
A 120-minute support and playgroup for mothers, 
fathers, caregivers and those planning a family! 

2PM: Foam Sword Capture The Flag: Faeries 
VS Goblins! 
Interactive, cooperative foam sword games with 
imaginative role playing. It’s a battle, it’s theater, its 
hilarious and fun! High activity and high energy. Fun 
for any kid or kid at heart. **Recommended** Water 
Bottle, running shoes, clothes you can get dirty 
and your imagination!

3PM: Costume Parade
Dress to Impress you and your lil Pexies in your 
finest festival gear for a touring parade around 
Summerfest. 

SunDay
noon-2PM: Teddy Bear Picnic
Bring a blanket, your picnic basket filled with 
goodies and don’t forget you plushy cuddly friends. 
Radically Inclusive picnic of all plushy creatures, 
Teddy bears and beyond. 
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instaLLations & 
interactiVe experiences
Bear Totem 
Pay homage to the bear gods and goddesses by 
leaving your mark. 

Beartopia
A Plushy Hospital, Spa, Shelter, Kennel, Rescue 
and Teddy Bear Adoption Center. Our Beartopia 
Plushtarians have you covered for all manners of 
business and needs for your plushy and stuffed 
animals friends. We have a selection of plushy 
creatures for adoption in search of loving caring 
homes. 

Bear Cub Corral
A sensory exploration and sacred space for babies 
and toddlers. 

nature Explorers
Stop by the Nature Explorer Center where 
participants can borrow explorer gear to venture out 
into the wilderness of Ramblewood to collect and 
engage with local flora and fauna. Join us daily for 
early am guided nature walks. 

Rocking Art
A collection of rocking horses and rocking creatures 
that will provide a magical space to imagine, play 
and rock away at WANNAWANNAPEX. 

The Dissociative Identity Disorder: A Bizarre 
Bar Experience 
This watering hole will be visiting the 
WANNAWANNAPEX area providing beverages for all 
ages. Every time it opens, the bar offers a whole new 
identity with new deco, new drinks, new costumes 
and new engaging activities. Each experience only 
opens for an hour or two, before they close and 
move on to a new identity. Look for flyers and town 
criers to see when they will be open.

soUnD staGe
WANNA dance? Camp WANNAWANNAPEX will 
have a sound stage, with DJ’s going through the 
afternoon hours and speciality dance parties.

Tutus + Ties Toddler Tango with DJs 
Karmakanik & orbicle
Parents, kids, and revelers of all stripes, come dance 
to some kid friendly electronic and world music 
tunes. Get your groove on while dressing up for this 
fun occasion! Wear your favorite tutu or tie, or arrive 
early to get your own to keep! (supplies limited to 
first 20 children).

Liquid Pillow Sunrise with DJ Elixir
Join us for the beautifully crafted Liquid Drum & 
Bass stylings of DJ Elixir, Mimosas and a pillow fight 
at Sunrise...do we need to say more!?!?! (BYO cup 
and pillow)

AND MANY MORE!

merit baDGe workshops
A variety of workshops focused around skills 
development, sharing knowledge and wisdom to 
inspire a more empowered self reliant generation. 

Saturday 10AM
Take Better Photos Without Messing With Your 
Camera with Smiles.

Saturday 11AM
Energy Cultivation 101 with Gadget.

Saturday 10AM
WannawannaDRUM! with Brett.

Sunday 4PM
Intro to Levitation Wand with a Focus on Expressing 
Yourself! with Eddie ReJam.

AND MORE!

camp wannawannapex

FestiVaL chiLD care co-op
Wouldn’t it be awesome if, when your child is safely tucked in for the night, you could venture out and 
explore PEX Summer Fest to your heart’s content, knowing that your little one is being looked after by 

someone you can trust? Or playing under the watchful eyes of a fellow caregiver.

Well, the Festival Child Care Co-Op has got you covered! Run By and FOR paREntS.

We need YOU to PARTICIPATE. Together, we can make this the best year ever for parents and their kids!
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the barn™ 
theme camps anoche

paTriCe Caron, arTisTiC lead

This year PEX Summer Festival is proud to imagine a night space for our  
most valued and energetic Theme Camp and ArtCabin participants.

TheBarn™ will not only foster theme camp activity into the night, provide an additional music 
destination and performance center—but, most importantly, invents a 100% theme camp-

participant designed, realized, and performed stage and experience for the whole event. A first, but 
long necessary, addition for PEX Summer Festival.

Thank you to all the performers, production coordinators, stage managers,  
light techs, experiential leads, and hospitality crew who will all volunteer their  

extraordinary talents for us to enjoy and be inspired.

FrIDay juLy 3
9-10PM • Mr. Wilson, BAnGARAnG!

10-11:30PM • Jackie G, BAnGARAnG!
11:30-1AM • Big Daddy, KAMP KounSELoRS

1-2AM • Tommy Hogunz, BAnGARAnG!
2-3AM • Nate Dark, BAnGARAnG!

3-4AM • Jeff Omega, BAnGARAnG!
4-5AM • Mr. Skibblez, BAnGARAnG!

SaturDay juLy 4
11-12:30AM • Mojo Risin, STREET ST
12:30-2AM • Paul Geddes, DISTRIKT

2-3AM • Dbow, CAMP HAVE Fun AnD SuCCEED AT LIFE
3-4AM • Chris Patrick, CAMP HAVE Fun AnD SuCCEED AT LIFE
4-5AM • Nick Jagger, CAMP HAVE Fun AnD SuCCEED AT LIFE

SunDay juLy 5
9-10:30PM • Lucky, PEX/THE SAFETY CAMP

10:30PM-12AM • Charlie Funk, DIGITAL nATIVE
12-1:30AM • Michael Nighttime, WHISKEY & WHISKERS

1:30-3AM • Bates Carter and Mikey Hell, VoLunTEER SHAnTYToWn
3-4AM • Wil Jamhoury, CAMP HAVE Fun AnD SuCCEED AT LIFE

4-5AM • Dbow, CAMP HAVE Fun AnD SuCCEED AT LIFE
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art instaLLations
hedy siriCo, direCTor

LOCatiOnS OF thESE aRt inStaLLatiOnS Can BE FOund On thE BiG map undER thE 

BREEzEWay By thE pOOL. unlisted art is awaiting your discovery...

bad-ass-MinTon (led badMinTon)
Tracy Gillan, new York, nY

Burnerminton has been developed in an 
attempt to create more interactive activities for 
festivals at night. Not only with the LED lights 

amazing to look from a distance by watching light-up 
birdies soar though the air it is also an all-inclusive 
tennis game for people of all ages to play. The piece 
will manifest itself within the physical the world by 
being displayed a grassy area at Rambelwood. Ideally 
the game is played at night by two or four participates. 
Each participant will have a an LED racket that lights 
up). In order for the racket to light up, they will power 
by battery operated EL wire. The game will have LED 
birdies. Thus replicating the look and the feel of the film 
Tron.

balloon Chain and field of eyeballs
Michael Cha, River Edge, nJ

A PEX Summer fest favorite is returning again 
this year - BALLOON CHAIN! Balloon Chain is a 
long string of colorful balloon that will dance 

with the wind, and paint the skies with color.  At night 
time, the Balloon Chain line will Be lit up with LED 
lights against the night sky. New for this year: The Field 
of Eyeballs! The Field of Eyeballs are extra large 
(24-30”+) helium balloons that are painted like red 
eyeballs.  From the inside, the balloons will be lit up 
with HIgh Intense L.E.D. Bulbs, and will be anchored 
down to the ground in dark parts of the property. There 
will be up to four Eyeball installations per day.

The blaCkliGhT foresT
Tim Lund and Crew, Boothwyn, PA

That there are exciting experiences and places 
to play just off the beaten path.  The ambiance 
of the challenge course, when blacklit, is very 

surreal and an excellent backdrop participants can use 
in a lot of ways. The visual effects encourage folks to 
play on the elements, which is generally a team activity. 
This creates a great shared experience for participants.

doMesTar 
Brooklyn, nY

DomeStar is a collaborative effort by the NYC 
Resistor and various members of the NYC 
Burner community. The DomeStar is an area of 

discussion, where participants can enter the dome and 
be transported to a different world—one of traveling 
lights and alien-like communication with machines. It is 

a gathering place for tech enthusiasts and artists alike, 
where a communication gap can be bridged through 
mutual visual appreciation. DomeStar is a light art 
installation, creating a giant light up jellyfish to stand 
within. Participants can also log onto DOMESTAR.US, 
sync their own smart phones or devices, and 
customize LED animations from an online color palette, 
right on the very spot.

dubspaCe CreaTures
Zeut Bedoll, Philadelphia, PA

I want people to feel transported into a magical 
space realm when they encounter Space Pirate 
Island! DubSpace Creatures are giant 10-15’ 

inflatable tentacle pieces that glow from within.

esCape pod earTh
Alex Kane and Crew, Franklinville, nJ

We are trying to provide an interesting and fun 
escape from reality, a safe place for earthlings 
to relax and unwind.  This project is designed to 

be participatory in the Burning Man theme in that the 
earthlings which come upon this project can envelope 
themselves into the Pod experience and mutate that 
experience to be unique and fun. New this year is an 
emphasis on interactivity with the Pod. Earthlings will 
be able to push buttons and interact with lighting, 
microphones, and audio controls from within and/or 
outside the Pod. A control center will be outside the 
Pod, allowing earthlings from outside to communicate 
and affect the environment within. Controls will be 
developed and facilitated with the latest Arduino/
Raspberry Pi, LED lighting controllers, and MIDI 
technologies.

flyinG Goldfish
Mike Amato, Brooklyn, nY

The spectacle of a flying goldfish that “swims” 
through the air during the day and lights up and 
tours the camp during the night. Flying Goldfish 

is a movable art project composed of a floating LED/
fiber optic-enhanced sculpture that interacts with the 
music of the environment to deliver the spectacle of a 
slow-moving, interactive, “living” sculpture. Flying 
Goldfish will be a goldfish approximately 10 feet in 
length, orange/pink/silver, floated in the air by a 
60”-diameter helium balloon and adorned with battery 
powered arduino-controled LED lights around the body 
and fiber optic fabric for the fins and tail.

The Philadelphia Experiment is honored to be able to award art honorariums for PEXSF 2015
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GianT paChinko  
(“hall of Mirrors arCade”)
Baltimore and DC Burner Communities, 
Gaithersburg, MD

Games are fun! Cooperative games are MORE 
fun! Gigantic cooperative games are MUCH 
more fun! We present: Giant Pachinko, a 

multi-player cooperative version of the popular 
Japanese parlor machine, but in a super-sized version 
8 feet tall and 8 feet wide. Colorful flashy lights, fun 
sounds, interactive play modes, beautiful ultraviolet 
hand-drawn art… fun for all ages! Giant Pachinko is a 
super-sized Japanese pachinko machine where any 
number of people (typically between 1 and 10) play 
simultaneously and cooperatively to achieve the 
highest score possible in just 90 seconds. This is a 
collaborative art project: artists and game designers 
from the Baltimore and DC Burner communities will 
design the playfield and its unique mural artwork. It will 
be as beautiful to behold as it will be to play!

GreaT bear
Steve Shorts, Philadelphia, PA

The bear is a high ranking animal deity in 
mythological traditions the world over, 
generally recognized as an archetypal 

messenger to the supernatural world. Annual bear 
sacrifices and feasts are often major religious 
ceremonies for the tribe. During such rituals, the bear 
is taken into the tribe and treated as an honored guest. 
After being sacrificed a great feast is held in his honor. 
The skin is displayed prominently at the center of the 

banquet adorned with the chief’s headdress and other 
sacred offerings. His flesh is consumed by the tribe 
and his spirit is celebrated. I’ve always been intrigued 
by the concept of the sacrificial bear being treated as 
chief and celebrated as the lifeblood of the tribe. I 
think the PEX bear effigy also expresses this concept 
beautifully so I think the Summer Festival would be the 
perfect place to inaugurate this painting.  

jurassiC Garden
Gaetan Spurgin, Philadelphia, PA

A collection of all the Mantis/Dinos over the 
past several years, converging in a space that 
is for painting, art, and a destination area for 

relaxation.

kinesis: The eleCTriC Garden 5.0
Wendell Adkins, Alexandria, VA

Kinesis: The Electric Garden Project 5.0 is part 
of a mobile traveling light show that is powered 
by sun and wind, presented in whimsical forms 

of biomorphic stylings to make these energy collection 
sculptures more pleasing to the eye. This incarnation 
will incorporate two main Electric Garden subprojects: 
The Gateway To The Future 2.0 and Solar Charged 
Wish Spires. These subprojects are part of a series 
that gives practical structure to self sustaining 
interactive lighting art. Besides being a fun and 
interesting installation to walk through and interact 
with, it tends to attract those seeking contemplation, 
generates conversation, is thought provoking, and has 
proved to be a memorable part of events wherever it is 
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presented. In Version 3.0, elements from other smaller 
subprojects, Bottle Lights and solar charged Sof-T 
designs that double as a shade structure, are 
incorporated as well.

MajesTiC palMs
Malaika “mamalaika” Hart, Philadelphia, PA

Look for thos project at the One Love theme 
camp. Majestic Palms will create an irie island 
vibe with a little extra magic. With this project 

we hope to communicate the majesty of nature. Each 
tree will be approx 6ft tall. The bodies will be pvc pipe, 
and the leaves will be made of fabric and will extend 
4-5 feet. Coconuts will be brown Chinese lanterns lite 
from inside. 

Meso Creso dj booTh
Meso Creso Crew, Washington, DC

The Meso Creso DJ booth is inspired by the 
multiple forms of public/commercial 
transportation around the world including 

Pakistani and Indian commercial trucks as well as 
Colombian, and Haitian public buses. The idea would 
be to find an American truck to represent Meso 
Creso’s diverse American yet immigrant identity. The 
Meso Creso DJ Booth would be in line with our world 
beats music and would incorporate brass instruments, 
such as horns, for decorations. This installation could 
be a defining element to our tent (bayt), bringing a 
recognizable artifact that could resonate with many.

philly phreak show and oddiTies 
eMporiuM
Philadelphia Regional Burners, Philadelphia, PA

Our vision is to create a Museum of Oddities 
with a Phreak Show in a celebration of strange 
artistry, one-of-a-kind talents and stories that 

connect us with our humanity. Curiosity will lure the 
audience into our tent of rarities where peculiar 
phenomenons will be rejoiced! We want to create a 
space to gather freaks together where they can share 
stories, create connections and exhibit their 
uniqueness as strength and beauty. Presenting 
oddities under a spot light gives the viewer an 
amusing space to explore and value unique anomalies. 
Myths are explored. The dark aspects of voyeurism is 
unveiled in the light so we can explore our fears, 
misconceptions and appreciate the ugly as beautiful 
(and perhaps vice-versa.) The human spirit will be 
fiercely accentuated in a celebration of strange artistry, 
one-of-a-kind talents and stories that connect us with 
our humanness. Curiosity will lure the audience into 
our tent of rarities and peculiarity where phenomenons 
will be rejoiced. This project is a regional project that 
will be included around the Midway at the base of the 
Man at Black Rock City 2015.
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propane danCefloor
John Mitchell and Crew, Brunswick, oH

www.propanedancefloor.com. Jaw dropping, 
mind blowing, sustainable fiery excitement! A 
ring of 8, low pressure flames provide a 

dynamic encircling or background effect for 
performers, while allowing the audience to directly 
activate each effect from a distance. Last year a Midi 
controller was added and a musical set of steam 
whistles allows whimsical songs to be played. Building 
on that frame work a laser harp allows a fan of 
interactive lasers to control each effect. 

refleCTahedron
Dallas Wonderland

I feel that sharing concepts of positive thinking, 
affirmations, the power of pyramids and sacred 
geometry along with mirrors and reflectivity can 

help enable self empowerment and shift the collective 
consciousness in the direction of truth, beauty, 
compassion and Love. The Reflectahedron is a 
mirrored pyramid in the form of an equilateral 
tetrahedron. It is as a transformative tool for reflection, 
perspective and illumination. Participants interact by 
writing affirmations, positive statements, dreams, 
wishes, compassionate commands, states of being, or 
other self expressions.

TeMple of The eye
nate Dark and Crew, Philadelphia, PA

Temple of the Eye is based off of popular 
fiction. In the Lord of the Rings and in the Dark 
Tower by Stephen King, they always represent 

evil as this dark tower, usually with a huge fire all 
seeing eye...but with all things where there is dark, 
there must be light. We want to build the opposite of 
this dark tower and build a white tower with a blue 
eye....basically representing the “white” meaning all 
things good and pure... The 12’ tower will be skinned 
with painting. Inside will be a cuddle area and 
hammocks to lounge in.

The breaCh
Clinton Graybill, Philadelphia, PA

While I have a deep appreciation for the art in 
our community locally, I believe there to be a 
sincere dearth of art that celebrates the weird, 

the grotesque and the other-worldy. I want to create a 
sculpture that gives people looking to explore darker 
spaces in themselves, because that it something that 
this environment provides me with that I really 
appreciate: A place to explore myself at my best but 
also at my weirdest. The Breach is a 10 foot tall metal 
frame (either free standing or wall mounted) that will 
be built to look like a silvery, shimmering portal. A 
giant alien monster with a a beak and horns and 
tentacles comes out of the portal into our world 
towards us. 

wanderinGs
Jessica Gamble, Philadelphia, PA

Corridors of the mind, in search of finding 
something, entering in ones own mind or the 
mind of others. A journey. Connecting with 

someone on such a powerful level you feel as though 
you are entering into their mind or the participate is 
attempting to enter into someone’s mind.  A sheer 
fabric maze participates are allowed to travel through 
with different spaces where people may relax if they 
choose to do so. I would like the whole fabric 
installation to to look as if it is breathing when the wind 
passes through. As participants make their way 
through the maze in the center they will find a “life 
cast” sitting cross-legged, with her mind/head coming 
open expanding out. 

pressed down, shaken ToGeTher  
and overflowinG
Ashton (Kettle Head) Hill

Live painting!

no faCe
Tom Eshchar

I use a projector and a background (usually a wall) to 
integrate people and images or videos. The subjects 
blend into the colors via the reflection of the light on 
their bare skin. My idea for PEX is that people will 
interact with it. I intend to take photos and videos of 
the project and share the outcome after editing.

a ripple
Christopher Ryan

The installation involves a 14” plastic cube containing 
a rechargeable (via solar) LED cell. This cube will be 
set centrally in a dark open space, a field, a corner 
of the grounds, somewhere it can be discovered. In 
a pattern informed by the landscape, 200 4” cubes, 
also containing LED cells, will be set out surrounding 
the central larger cube. The footprint of the entire 
installation should be large enough to wander around 
in. All of the cubes will be independently set to a slow 
rolling color chase, the color patterns drifting in and 
out of phase. A sort of mushroom field of slowly color 
fading cubes in a field surrounding a central cairn. 
There will be a line of text, added on the last night of 
the festival, instructing participants to take the small 
cubes back to their camps, and eventually, home. It is 
my intention to install the piece in a different location 
each night, collecting the cubes in the morning for 
charging during daylight hours and re-installing them 
at dusk in a small ritual with friends.
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wOrLDtOwn SOunD SySteM
The exciting and energetic Worldtown SoundSystem is a live house music band that fuses musical 
elements from around the world. With members from Jamaica, Nigeria, Brazil, Alabama, Vermont and 
Philadelphia, it truly captures the essence of global culture through music. Based in Philadelphia, PA, our 
focus is to unite cultures through various realms of entertainment and celebrate the wide spectrum of 
diversity in America. Peace, Love, Fun, Everywhere, Everyone

arCheDreaM FOr huMankInD, patricia domiguez, Director
ArcheDream for HUMANKIND, is a national non-profit and has performed shows and taught workshops to 
thousands of adults and children across the world, seeking to influence its audience to think beyond their 
means. ArcheDream for Humankind uses Archetypes- which are universal thoughts, ideas or emotions, 
in their performances to reach audiences across the globe. ADHK tours repertoire performances that 
tell stories through the use of archetypes. The use of these archetypal characters makes ArcheDream 
performances easily relatable to audiences of all ages. ADHK creates driven high- energy performances 
that are designed for special event productions. From large scale corporate productions, concerts or 
private parties, ADHK’s catered performances serve to entertain, uplift and inspire.

Setu trIBe, Geri omni, Tribe Leader and erin Cory, First Sister
Setu Tribe is a band of Pexies, led by Geri Omni, who come together to perform a collectively 
choreographed dance. Each movement is derived from an experience had within the burner community, 
making the dance into a series of pivotal moments that each Tribes Woman shares. SETU (meaning 
“bridge”) connects us all to these powerful moments as it heals and uplifts through the dance. 

PeXSF BurnIGht™ COnCLaVe, Terry fields, Director of Live Fire Arts  
and vinny Gasper, Cooperative Director
Putting what we do into words is very difficult but here goes. Saturday night come witness a magical and 
spiritual show before we burn the effigy. Witness all your favorite fire performers as we team up with the 
Setu Tribe once again to bring you a show unlike anything you’ve seen before. We can’t do it without you 
though, we need your energy to fuel the flames. If you would like to be a part of the fire conclave meet us 
at noon on Saturday in front of the effigy. Performers and safeties are welcome. So come one come all 
and witness out passion come to life.

PeX SuMMerFeSt eFFIGy 2015: PLanet OF the hMmmmm 
Monk e burnswell, Lead Effigy Artist/Pyro & hedy sirico, Artist Co-Lead 
with the talents of alan foran, ronnie bernstiel, Gavin heCk, dominic angelucci,  
rj santana-rogers, jason (kemo) santiago, Terry fields, Mikey hell and Gaetan spurgin
YOU MANIACS! YOU BLEW IT UP! AHHH, DAMN YOU! GOD DAMN YOU ALL TO HELL!

2015 PeX SuMMer FeStIVaL 
eFFIGy BurnIGht™!
the Only Show Every Other Show Watches™

tom Carr, Director
marfa prokhorova, Asst. Director
monk E Burnswell, Lead Effigy Artist/Pyro
hedy Sirico, Artist Co-Lead
mark mumford, Fire Chief
Josh “Lucky” Blumenthal, Safety Lead
John “BigJawn” Spetrino, ATF Licensed Explosive 
Supervisor 

SaturDay, juLy 4 
9:30pm • LAKESIDE
Now in its 7th year, the annual Saturday night effigy burn 
invites all Summer Festival participants to the lakeside 
tradition of celebration through art, dance and fire. Arrive 
early for a good seat and let the Bear burn!
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master schedule: friday
Pool stage the hillsidePavilion the aviary

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

6:30PM

7:00 PM

7:30 PM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

10:30 PM

11:00 PM

11:30 PM

12:00 AM

12:30 AM

1:00 AM

1:30 AM

2:00 AM

2:30 AM

3:00 AM

3:30 AM

4:00 AM

4:30 AM

5:00 AM

5:30 AM

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

Shissa

Qdup

Tim The Enchanter

Mancub

Tektite

Deckard

Illexxandra

ShOOey

A Taste of Tai Chi Chuan  

& Tao Yin Chi-kung  

(Taoist Yoga)!

Creative Hair Art //

Hat Painting // Costume 

Makeup (all @ 7PM)

Kai Altair

Matt Carey

Deep Woods

Garth

Reda Briki

Resy

Adam Jay

Intro to Lyra

Intro to Silk
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the lake the sanctuary gymnasium othermeso creso

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

6:30PM

7:00 PM

7:30 PM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

10:30 PM

11:00 PM

11:30 PM

12:00 AM

12:30 AM

1:00 AM

1:30 AM

2:00 AM

2:30 AM

3:00 AM

3:30 AM

4:00 AM

4:30 AM

5:00 AM

5:30 AM

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

Please note that schedules are subject to change.

CheCk Out 
the aDDItIOnaL 

eVentS LISteD On 
PaGeS 21-29.

Movement.  

Savasana.  

Acupuncture. RESET!

Sinister  

Intelligence Agency

Lina Luv

Shahid Buttar

Technacolor Ninja

v:shal kanwar

Everyday (5:30-7AM)

Lee Mayjahs? 

(7-8:30AM)
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master schedule: saturday
Pool stage the hillsidePavilion the aviary

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

6:30PM

7:00 PM

7:30 PM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

10:30 PM

11:00 PM

11:30 PM

12:00 AM

12:30 AM

1:00 AM

1:30 AM

2:00 AM

2:30 AM

3:00 AM

3:30 AM

4:00 AM

4:30 AM

5:00 AM

5:30 AM

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

Been Jammin

DVS

Jay Hill

Mr. Black

Big Daddy

Yossi Kaplan

Lina Luv & Joseph Arnold

v:shal kanwar

Time to Soar

Partner Aerial Dance

Aerial Conditioning

Intermediate and 

Advanced Silk

Creative Hair Art //

Pexie Pasties // Costume 

Makeup (all @ 11AM)

Acro Martial Arts Meets 

House Dance

Souler Disco Roller Disco

Salsa and Merengue 

Dance Class

Marko Peli

Keirnyn

Justin Paul

Everyday

Davidson Ospina

Alan Nieves

Big Jawn

Just Keep Hooping 

Setu Tribe Movement 

Workshop

Eating for  
Increased Energy // 
Blacksmithing 

Blacksmithing

PeX SuMMer FeStIVaL eFFIGy Burn
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the lake the sanctuary gymnasium othermeso creso

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

6:30PM

7:00 PM

7:30 PM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

10:30 PM

11:00 PM

11:30 PM

12:00 AM

12:30 AM

1:00 AM

1:30 AM

2:00 AM

2:30 AM

3:00 AM

3:30 AM

4:00 AM

4:30 AM

5:00 AM

5:30 AM

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

Illusion and 

Reality: A Magic 

Workshop

Acrobatic Yoga

Acrobatic Yoga

Crazy Wisdom 

With Crazy Cloud

EFFIGY BURN

BodySongs™

Yin Yoga and Qi-

Gong with Tibetan 

Singing Bowls

Thai Massage!

Yinyasa Flow 

Zakhm  

Davidson Ospina

Raha Wala

Mettabbana

Illexxandra

Mambisa

Synz (@7am)

Wild Mushroom 

Hunting (Labyrinth)

Wild Food and Use-

ful Plant Foraging 

(Labyrinth)

Please note that schedules are subject to change.

CheCk Out 
the aDDItIOnaL 

eVentS LISteD On 
PaGeS 21-29.

PeX SuMMer FeStIVaL eFFIGy Burn
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master schedule: sunday
Pool stage the hillsidePavilion the aviary

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

6:30PM

7:00 PM

7:30 PM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

10:30 PM

11:00 PM

11:30 PM

12:00 AM

12:30 AM

1:00 AM

1:30 AM

2:00 AM

2:30 AM

3:00 AM

3:30 AM

4:00 AM

4:30 AM

5:00 AM

5:30 AM

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

Scott Cassidy

NORDVOLK

Justin Aubuchon

Small Change

Shakey

Shissa

Afro Brazilian Per-

cussion Workshop

Hoop Your Dreams

Double Staff 

Dance 

All-Levels Hammock

// Intro to Static 

Trapeze

Doubles Lyra

Intro to Rope

All-Levels Lyra //

Upsidedown is 

Rightside Up

Hoop Vinyasa

Ultimate Bhangra Dance 

Workshop 4

Capoeira for All Levels

AcroYoga: Get High With 

Your Friends, All Levels 

STLTZ

Jay Shok

EZ Almighty (12:15)
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the lake the sanctuary gymnasium othermeso creso

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

10:00 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

4:30 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

6:30PM

7:00 PM

7:30 PM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

10:30 PM

11:00 PM

11:30 PM

12:00 AM

12:30 AM

1:00 AM

1:30 AM

2:00 AM

2:30 AM

3:00 AM

3:30 AM

4:00 AM

4:30 AM

5:00 AM

5:30 AM

6:00 AM

6:30 AM

Hexayurt 

Construction and 

Living

Slacklining

 

Slacklining

Slacklining

Sacred Sound and 

Dance through the 

Womb and Hara 

Sacred Sound 

Yoga

Gong Bath 

Women’s Circle 

Dream Yoga 

v:shal kanwar 

(6:30-7:15)

Synz (7:15-8:30)

Architech

Anandroid

b.b. tschack

Kanizzle

Beatrix

Banginclude

Zakhm

PartyFoul5000 
(@7am)

Cyr Wheel

Please note that schedules are subject to change.

CheCk Out 
the aDDItIOnaL 

eVentS LISteD On 
PaGeS 21-29.
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